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What's I 
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or 
Some Chicago teens have 
felt the stmg of verbal 
abuse from thetr teachers. 
Read part two of our series 
on Troubled Teachers on 
page 13 
An exclusive 
interview with 
Paul 
Ftnd out about the hot cho-
reographer singer who is 
rna 1ng fast moves on the 
dance floor and up the re-
cordtng challs on page 15. 
Academic 
Su al 
What ou need to no~ on 
hov. to ,..,ake •he grade both 
ln t e c assroo ana out 
Pages - to 10 
Pumping 
Iron ... 
Photo by Dora Guajardo 
- ra k steroids are h·g I -risk op ion 
YNS - Cleveland Bureau 
Fitness ts fashtonable. Bulging 
btceps, powerful pees and rippling 
abs are tn. But some teens are 
taking a short cut to an enviable 
muscular physique - by using ster-
oids 
Ken Matlob, a senior at Maine 
East, started us1ng steroids at 17 
to become a "walking muscle." 
Two years later, he is now dealing 
wrth the reprecussions of the act 
"I was always smaller and fa,t-
ter," Matlob told the Ch~eago Sun-
Times tn a recent mterv1ew, •and I 
wasn't as quick as the other guys.· 
Matlob, who is a linebacker for 
Ma.ne East's football team, went 
from 145 to 235 pounds after us1ng 
sterotds. 
He said steroids gave him what 
he wanted - a large phystque. 
The steroods also gave the 19-
year-otd student more than he 
barga ned for Matlob, who now 
we9hs 175 pounds, became a 
wa tng t1mebomb after hts expen-
ences wrth ste'Oids. He enoured 
mood sw1ngs and had streaks of 
anger w ten some rnes ed to vio-
ence. 
MatiOb saod t. ere were t mes , 
without provacation, that he 
wanted to kill. To buy h1s beloved 
drug, Matlob would often have to 
result to stealing. 
H1s exp&nemntatlon with 
steroids also lead to htn usmg 
other drugs, includinge cocaine. 
Matlob sa1d he talked to the Sun-
Times to let other teens know the 
pitfalls of usmg steroids. He sa1d 
prior to talking wrth the paper no 
one in his family knew about hiS 
mghtmare with steroids. 
"I was happy that I could open 
the eyes of a lot of people,· Matlob 
told New Expression. "A lot of 
people were happy that I d d II." 
Matlob sa1d the use of steroids 
has become popular for people 
between the ages of 15-25. 
Lary McCiatn, a phys~etan at 
Loyola Unrveristy Medical Center, 
agrees with Matlob. 
"What we are see''19 1s the early 
stage of yet another drub problem 
among our adolescents," he said. 
McCia!fl added that atnletes are 
not the only peop·e to use sterotds, 
nonath etes do so as we . 
"I estiamte that SIX to 1 0 percent 
of the atnletes use them ano about 
two to three percent of nonathletes 
are using steroids.· 
To combat th1s grow1ng prob-
lem, the state 1s lookmg into ways 
to control the use of steroids. 
Dunng his State of the State 
message, Gov. James Thompson 
proposed a Steroid Control Act. 
The act would make the posses-
sion or the delivery of anabohc 
steroids for non-medtcal purposes 
a cnmmal offense. 
"The governor desn't consider 
this a teen probem," said Barry 
Htckman, assiStant press secre-
tary for Thompson. He sees this a 
problem with athletics tn general 
Thts IS the first step 10 dealing wrth 
the problem.· 
Meanwhile, the sterotds prob-
lem is by no means limited to Cht-
cago-area teens. Youth across 
the natton are taktng sterotds to 
booster the·r ego and add bu K to 
the1r bodes. 
-J m the kmd of perso'1 who kes 
to get thu'lgs quiCKly • said a ster-
oid user at Lakewood (OhiO· High 
Schoot •J don't e to put a 10t of 
t me nto someth ng, especially 
someth'llg . e we.ght ~ 'l9· 
"And for such a long ttme, I was 
so understzed for my age, I felt 
small compared to everyone else. 
When I ftrst started taking (ster-
oids). I wanted to show everyone I 
wasn't somebody to be messed 
wtth," said Bill Waters, a 17 -year-
old 11th grader, who agreed to be 
tntervtewed under the condrton 
that hts real name IS not used. 
Bulging muscles are in. Guys 
want to JQOI( good at the beach: 
said Don Leggett, an offiCtal wrth 
the Food and Drug Admimstratton. 
"High school ktds thtnk steroids 
enhance their abtlrly to get an 
athletic scholarshtp, play pro 
sports or win the girl of their heart • 
A recent report tn the Journal of 
the American Med1cal Assoclat1on 
based on a survey of 3,403 male 
12th graders suggested that na-
ttOnany as many as 500,000 teens 
are tak.tng the drug 
Of the admrtted sterotd users, 
27 percent said they do so to 
.mprove the'' appearance. About 
50 perceot said they use steroids 
to rnprove a'.h etJc performance. 
And wh :e steroids users seem 
tobeaqud<and wasywayto'bul< 
contJnued on page 15 
.. 
-. 
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Ann's Legacy: Independent Teen Press 
Although Ann Christine Heintz toiled behind the scenes as New Expression's adviser, 
it was her desire that the opinions of teens be placed in the forefront -where adults could 
see them. 
To achieve this goal she created New Expression, a first-of-its-kind teen newspaper 
that today carries a monthly readership of 120,000 teens. 
Heintz, who died last month, felt it was crucial that teens have a vehicle to express their 
1deas, thoughts and creativity. 
Her efforts sparked similar youth news outlets in Cleveland, Los Angeles, New York, 
Oakland, Portland, Toronto, Wilmington, (Del.) and a national wire service for teens, the 
Youth News Service, which is based in Washington, D.C. 
Heintz touched the lives of thousands of teens and adults through her work withNew 
Expression. Her legacy lives on through this publication and the scores of people who 
have vowed to keep her dream alive. 
"I thought a lot about Ann. She was 
tough. She worked hard and she lik9d 
people that worked hard with her. I think the 
biggest thing is that she respected the 
ideas that I had and those of other people 
who may not be old enough to have their 
ideas fully shaped. She was able to look 
through that and respect what everyone 
had to say. She had the ability to look 
toward and see what people might be 
capable of doing down the line and she 
would try to get that out of what they were 
saying. She had the ability to find the dia-
mond in the rough and she wanted you to 
find it too.· 
- Brian Lewis 
Sales Representative, First Chicago 
Bank 
Entertainment Editor 1979-1981 
"Demanding, persistent, Ann would 
never let you give up until you had all your 
About Ann ... , 
Edl)catlonal background: A gra(!u-
at& of Academy of Our Lady 
H1gh School, earned a B.A. In 
English/Journalism at Mundelein 
Collloge and a M.A. In journall!~m 
from Marquette University. 
Sho wrote four book$: 
Pi>rsva(l/on, MlttnJ"' M'fldhJ, 
information for a story. /let her intimidate 
me for a while. I wouldn 't sit at my desk 
and wouldn't ask her questions but I 
learned how she was and started holding 
my ground. Ann demanded the best and 
never settled for less. • 
-Nancy Johnson 
St. Ignatius 
Managing Editor 1988-1989 
Independent Learning, Me and My 
TV. 
In 1971, she was named the 
National Journalism Teacher of the 
Year by the Dow Jones Newspaper 
Fund. 
In 1987, Heintz was oM of three 
recipients of three fellowship grants 
by tM Chicago Community Trust 
Georgian Bay Productio11s holds 
the movi~J tights to the $tory about 
H~nt2: and New Expression. 
Thi pa e courtesy of undelein College, Leo 
Burnett and the Board of Youth Communication. 
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"I thought Ann was unpleasant, but 
very inspiring and challenging. She 
caused me to think by causing conflict. 
We lost staff members because they 
could not deal with her conflict. Excep-
tional people could team from her. We 
often didn't get along, but ll1ked her . 
She did a lot for me. If you couldn't fight 
with her, you couldn't stay at New Ex-
pression. She wasn't fair all the time, but 
I'm a fighter. • 
-Roberta English 
Northwestern University Freshman 
Managing Editor 1987-1988 
"I will never forget my first encounter 
with Ann. She was editing my story and 
when she was finished somehow the 
story was not the quite the same as com-
pared to the original. I told her she should 
put her byline on it. And she told me I 
should learn how to write. This was the 
beginning of a beautiful relationship and 
friendship. • 
-Ron Smith 
Marquette University Senior 
News Editor/Advertising Sales Rep 
1983-1985 
~ 
II ' 
J 
"For Ann there was no right answer. It was 
up to us to find the right answer. Duling the 
Urban Journalism Workshop she gave us 
homework from a book she had written and 
I discovered the answers in the back of the 
book and used them. Later she said she 
knew who had _qotten the answers from the 
back of the book because she put wrong an-
swers in the book so she could see who tried 
to think about the answers and those who 
went for the easy way out. • 
-Stephanie Lynn Walters 
Marquette University Sophomore 
Youth News Service Bureau Chief 1985-
1987 
"Ann was the person who gave me direc-
tion for my youthful desire to communicate. 
She suggested ways to see things differ-
ently from social issues to my own emotions. 
She taught me how to send messages that 
otherwise rarely got hearings. Today 1 hear 
her clear instruction to empower the vulner-
able and discover the self. • 
-Paula Eubanks 
Editor/Reporter 1976-1979 
Hospitals Magazine 
School Reform Bill: parent power? 
By Marie Johnson 
When the new School Reform 
Bill goes into effect next year, 
parents could become a major 
force in the success of the Chi-
cago Public Schools. 
The reform bill will remove some 
of the Board of Education's control 
over high schools and give more 
to parents and the principal 
through local school councils. 
Some teachers interviewed by 
New Expression said they hope 
the reform bill will increase parent 
participation something many 
teachers said was lacking in the 
school system. 
"I feel that there isn't enough 
support from parents, for Oi1 grade 
card pickup day I have 100 stu-
dents, and out of them, only five 
{parents) show up," said Mary 
Fitzhugh, a teacher at Chicago 
Vocational. "If the child isn't re-
ceiving enough support at home 
toward school, there's very little a 
teacher can do to reach them." 
Fitzhugh said parents can sup-
port teachers by providing a time 
and place for students to do their 
homework and checking over it. 
They should also ask questions 
concerning problems that might 
arise in school, she added. Par-
ents and teachers alike said the 
key to a successful education is 
for parents to seek more involve-
ment in the educational system. 
"There are a good number of 
parents, including those who have 
hard working schedules, that take 
time to volunteer their services 
toward their child's school, yet a lot 
more can be accomplished if par-
ents take a larger interest in their 
child's overall education," said 
Betty Porter, a PTA president. 
Deborah Perkins, an involved 
parent, agreed. "It doesn't take 
that much time and energy for a 
parent just to come and check 
periodically with the teachers 
concerning their child's progress 
in school. 
"With the reform bill going into 
effect, parents should feel obli-
gated to participate and have a 
say on what goes on in their child's 
school." 
Some teachers and students 
interviewed by New Expression 
say they are wary of the new 
power the reform bill will place in 
parents' hands. 
"I feel as if parents having a say 
about certain things that go on in 
school will be too much authority 
because I have enough people at 
school telling me what and what 
not to do, let alone having my par-
ents," said Shari Etheridge, a 
senior at Harlan. 
Fithzhugh said, "My biggest fear 
is that it will encourage the more 
radical parents to think that they 
have all the rights and all the deci-
sion making, but hopefully it will 
encourage parents to become 
more involved, particularly work-
ing parents." 
However, Fitzhugh and 
Johnson agree the reform bill 
probably won't affect parental in-
volvement. 
"I feel that the reform bill can 
only be effective if enough parents 
support it," Fitzhugh said. "I feel the duty of the staff and faculty to 
that if there are not enough par- make important decisions for the 
ents that will back up this new re- students since they are paid to do 
form bill then it's not worth passing that." 
because most parents feel as if it's 
Teen Editors Wanted! 
Are You interested in joining 
New Expression staff as an editor? The 
following editorships are available to 
any teen who can get the job done. 
Health/Sex: 
Th e editor will be familiar with the issues of human sexuality 
a nd h ow they may relate to health; will identify topics of 
interest and research and write articles on same; will write 
proille pieces focu sing on a specific teen, or teens and how they 
have handled thetr sex:iality. 
Entertainment Editors: 
The movie editor will wr-ite reviews a nd direct a s taff of movie 
and televis ion viewers who will remain alert to how these media 
reflect teen issues or lifestyles; will write or s upervise the 
writing of any review or other movie related featu re. 
City Editor: 
Th e editor concentrates on Issues regarding urban living; 
police, employment, gangs, availa ble programs for teens, e tc. 
Additional responsibilities of all New Expression editors In-
clude attending weekly meetings of the Editorial Board and 
monthly all-city meetings . Interested teens should call Na ncy 
Johnson at 663-0543. 
-
Illustration by Robert English 
JACKETS • SWEATERS • · 
EMBLEMS 
• 
ALL SCHOOLS 
• 
Made the Way 
You Want Them 
All Styles • V-Cuts 
Hoods • Belts • Special Designs 
I COME TO OUR FACTORY OR 
FREE DESIGN KIT 
PHONE US FOR 
~ 
• Cheer & Pep Club Outfits 0 
• Skirts- Sweaters-Jackets _ 11 
• Porn Poms-Booster Buttons 
,'/. 
CH.ICAGO KNITTING MILLS 
3344 W. Montrose 463-1464 
GIGANTIC CLASS RING s·ALE 
FREE MINIA11JRE RING WITH EACH RING PURCHASED 
SOUTHSIDE 
2115 East 87th Street 
(Across from C. V. S. High School) 
OPEN : 
MONDAYS ONLY 
8:00 till 4:00 
INTEREST FREE PAY!v1E.'JT PLAN~ 
DOWNTOWN 
162 North State Street 
1Oth Floor - Room 1018 
(Across from the "Chicago Theater") 
OPEN: 
Monday-Frlday10:00- 5:00 
Saturday 10:00- 4:00 
CALL TODAY FOR FREE RING DESIGN KIT 
NORTHSIDE 
3455 North Western Avenue 
(Across from " Lane Tech High School" ) 
OPEN: 
MONDAYS ONLY 
11 :00 till 3:30 
(312) 641-1831 
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Telling the truth, facing the consequences 
By Sarah Karp 
Should I tell the truth? .. . or 
should I sit back and let the adult-
educators, counselors and diplo-
mats say what they think are the 
best solutions to teen problems? 
This is the .question I asked 
myself when I attended the Na-
tional Task Force for the Next 
Generation. I was there to speak 
on problems facing today's teens 
and to suggest solutions for them. 
The National Task Force forthe 
Next Generation (NTFNG) is a 
committee preparing a document 
for Congress about youth prob-
lems. The meeting was actually a 
field hearing that is supposed to 
"determine the barriers to eco-
nomic and social opportunity 
young people face." The same 
type of hearings will take place in 
Los Angeles and Atlanta. 
I feel the Task Force is impor-
tant-not only because of the is-
sues it deals with, but also be-
cause people who make decisions 
that affect teens participate on the 
committee. 
The meeting was attended hy 
an array of civic leaders including 
Mayor Eugene Sawyer. Before 
the meeting, I thought carefully 
about what I was going to say, 
aware that I was not only speaking 
for myself, but for all of Chicago's 
teenagers. 
I told members of the Task 
Force what it is like to be a student 
in the Chicago Public School sys-
tem, which was labeled "worst in 
the nation" by former Secretary of 
Education William Bennett. I told 
the group that this label some-
times makes me feel ashamed. 
I spoke of some teachers who 
seem bored with their jobs but yet 
are surprised at their students' 
lack of interest. 
I told the NTFNG that teens 
need to have access to birth con-
trol in every school. In addition, 1 
teens also need to have more 
counseling available to them. 
The panel seemed to appreci-
ate my speech. In fact, two mem-
bers of the panel mentioned the 
possiblity of putting me on the 
Task Force. One woman compli-
mented me on my honesty and 
told me that the attitudes of the 
panel seemed to change after I 
spoke. 
I left the meeting in high spirits, 
feeling that the adults had heard 
me and were at least trying to 
understand teens. 
However after watching the 
evening news my opinion 
changed. One station had broad-
cast a 20-second clip of my 
speech. The station aired the 
segment where I said I was 
~ 9't..EE'f>: 
...-v'--
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ashamed to go to one of the Chi-
cago Public Schools. 
The media distorted what I said. 
During the speech, I stated I was 
embarrassed by our school 
system's bad reputation. 
But the television report made it 
seem like I was talking about my 
school. While I was speaking the 
station put the address of my 
school beneath me. This left view-
ers with the wrong impression. 
To make matters worse, the 
station showed the part of my 
speech where I said some teach-
ers were boring. 
When I got back to school the 
next day, I recieved a lot of 'heal' 
from my teachers who were furi-
ous. They could not and would not 
accept my opinion as valid criti-
cism. 
Illustration by Lorraine Reyes 
Some defended themselves by 
saying I could not see how won-
derful they were. Others were 
more direct and said, "How dare 
you say that about us!!!" 
I was angry, too. The part of the 
speech that got the attention was 
not even my most important state-
ment. There were other concepts 
that I wished had received more 
attention. 
To me, the most pertinent part of 
the speech came when I dis-
cussed my sadness at the way 
adults look down on teens. But 
that ended up on the TV station's 
cutting room floor. 
I can only hope my speech fared 
better in the minds of the Task 
Force. 
. : : . . . . . . : . 
. . . - . . . . . . 
Letters to the Editor 
Troubled Teachers 
Story Commended 
I am writ ing in regarded to one of 
your latest stories, "Troubled 
Teachers." First, I must commend 
you on your outstanding research 
and hard work for this article, also 
my compliments to the writers. 
This topic was one of great inter-
est to me because it uncovers a 
problem that is being ignored by 
thousands of concerned parents 
and guardians. 
I feel that one of the main rea-
sons why youth don't respect 
teachers is because of a big mis-
understanding. They don't feel 
that they have the authority to 
respect teachers. 
Most students have been brain-
washed (by themselves and some 
parents) into believing that '1he 
teacher is always right." But this is 
not true. I feel that this ignorance 
can be corrected, because of this, 
a spec1allecture should be held in 
all schools which will give the stu-
dents these "powers" that they 
have against the teachers. In this 
lecture they w1ll be given certain 
s~gns to look for which m1ght be 
g1ven by the teacher. 
In this lecture they will be moti-
vated to talk about teachers who 
m1ght act d1fferently, touch them in 
their private areas or even shout 
excessively. 
Students must realize that the 
only people that they're hurting are 
themselves by not reporting inci-
dents. Because as long as they 
keep quiet the longer they'll feel 
uncomfortable in school! 
Kevin Ross 
The article on troubled teachers 
was very informative. I never knew 
that teachers would actually be 
allowed to teach in schools when 
they have a problem with drugs or 
alcohol. I had hoped that our 
school system would evaluate 
teachers so they would not be a 
bad influence. If this is a serious 
problem, I hope they will do some-
thing about it. 
Mary Rose Sanchez 
Women in combat 
I have read your article on 
women fighting for the right to fight 
and I think that women should be 
allowed to fight in combat. It 
doesn't matter if men are physi-
cally stronger than women be-
cause women may also be well-
trained and if Sgt. Sillisin says, "A 
man who is a man will stand up for 
his country," then I think that 
II New Expression February, 1989 
women who are women should 
have the right to stand up for their 
counry as well. 
Ablgal Munoz 
Lyrics stir debate 
In your editorial "Rapping 
Back," I understand that you didn't 
want teens to buy these tapes 
because of their explicit lyrics. It 
doesn't matter how much you talk 
about or write about these songs, 
teens are going to buy what they 
want to hear. 
The rappers are saying what 
the/ see, do and hear, and most of 
these things are in the street. 
Females are not "bitches" but in 
the world today everything is 
about money and dope. 
You failed to write about those 
groups that talk about devil wor-
ship like Poison, White Snake and 
the rest, I would like to hear your 
negative opinion on them. 
Latasha McShan 
Upward Bound 
I am concerned about Upward 
Bound. I attend Roosevelt 
University 's Upward Bound. It is 
very hard to get into the program 
because of the long waiting list. I 
was on the waiting list for two 
years before I was accepted. 
I think the program should offer 
high school credits again, or at 
least credit ·for individuals who 
failed a course. The program is 
very helpful to me as a student and 
a person. 
lketla Williams 
AIDS article helped 
Reading your article about the 
17 -year-old AIDS victim helped 
me realize how serious and popu-
lar this virus is. It made me sad to 
hear "Tony's" story because he 
didn't have a choice. But for every-
one who does have a choice, there 
is no excuse for not chasing safe 
sex. 
Andrea Olson 
In praise of NE 
I have enjoyed reading the 
newspaper for the past three 
years. Now that I'm a senior, I'll 
miss New Expression when I 
leave Chicago and attend co llege. 
New Expression does help; it 
answers some of the questions 
teens are afraid to ask parents or 
adults. 
Kellye Walters 
Managing Editor: Nancy Johnson, St 
Ignatius. 
Inside Track Editor: Allison McKenzie, 
Whitney Young. 
Collage/Career Editor: Jessica Ashley, 
Lane Tech 
Youth N-s Service eu ... au Chief and 
National/State Editor: Jamillah Muham-
mad, Whitney Young. 
School Affairs Editor: Sarah Karp, Lin-
coln Par1<. 
Young Chicago Editor: Debbie Flapan, 
Von Steuben. 
Music Editor: Mary Datcher, Jones Com· 
mercia! 
Staff Writers: Yvette Anderson, Whitney 
Young; Michelle Bardwell, Metro; Danai 
Bracey, Cathedral; Mary Cobb, Whitney 
Young; Alberta Cook, Acad. of Our Lady; 
Shawn Gilbert, CVS; Kamisha Gray, Ken-
wood; Craig Griffin, Whitney Young; Ay-
anna Hobbs, Whitney Young; Kimberly 
Holt, Hyde Park; Lisa Johnson, Whitney 
Young; Adam Kasuba, Whitney Young; 
Kendrick McAtee, Robeson; Kim Rey-
nolds, Corliss; Ethan Stoller, Whitney 
Young; Nalo Thomas, Whillley Young; 
Gladys Williams, Near North; Marie 
Johnson, CVS. 
Cable Television, (Ch.19): Jeff Auer, Von 
Steuben; William LittleJOhn, Hales Francis-
can; Lovell Spencer, Lindblom; Aaron 
Sumrall, Hyde Park; T11fany Chane! Elkins, 
Chicago High School for Agricultural Sci-
ences; Demond Clark, Lincoln Park; 
Arddrie Will1ams, Chicago High School for 
Agricultural Sciences; Edgar Davis, Tilden. 
Advertising Manager: Natasha Donnell, 
Metro. 
Advertising Staff: Renitia Chalmers, Cle-
mente. 
Graphics/Special Projects Director: 
Lorraine Reyes, American Academy of Art. 
Graphics Staff: Robert English, Metro; 
Buenos Jones, S1meon; Tulani Prince, 
Kenwood. 
Photography Staff: George Marroquion, 
Kelvyn Park; Marco Rios, Amundsen; Ni-
cole Holmes, Kenwood. 
Cirulatlon Manager: Latanya Perkins, 
Westinghouse. 
Business Staff: Tony a Williams, Westing-
house. 
Copy Manager: Phat Chung, Von Steu-
ben. • 
New Expression is published once a 
month except June through August and 
November by Youth Communication/Chi-
cago Center, a not-for- profit agency. New 
Expression is a member of the Youth News 
Serv~ce . Editorial offices are at 207 S. 
Wabash (8th floor), Chicago Ill. 60604. 
Phone 663-0543. 
To secure a subsciption through the 
mail, send $10 for one-year (eight issues) 
to: Circulation Dept., New Expression, 207 
S. Wabash, Ch1cago 60604. Provide 
name, address and ZIP code. 
Copyrighte 1gag by Youth 
Communtealion/Chicago 
Center. 
Do you want to have a 
say in New Expression? 
Come to the 3rd All-City-Meet-
ing! 
The meeting will take place 
Wednesday, March 1 at 4 p.m. 
at New Expression, 207 S. 
Wabash Ave. 
• Talk about topics or stories 
that New Expression should 
be covering or that our new 
cable TV show "Hard Cover" 
should 
be covering. 
• We also are looking for inter-
ested and dedicated writers 
who want to voice their opinions 
about issues that affect teens. 
If you really want to be heard, 
apply for the Editorial Director 
position. 
• In addition, we are looking for 
teens who would like to join the 
paper as editors. Positions 
which are available include: 
City Editor, Movie Editor and 
Health/Sexuality Editor. 
If you're interested, but cannot 
attend, call Nancy Johnson at 
663-0543. 
School Reform Update t ~ ~~ § . · 
Reform leaves teens puzzled 
By Nancy Johnson 
Many teens are still 
uninformed about a law 
which will directly affect 
them as high school 
students. 
"I sort of heard a little about 
school reform in school, but never 
in any detail. I think they may be 
changing something in the school 
system," said Elizabeth Basa, 
junior, Whitney Young. 
Based on interviews with other 
Chicago teens, New Expression 
learned that many teens are still 
uninformed about a law which will 
directly affect them as high school 
students. 
Last December, Gov. James 
Thompson signed a school reform 
law which will remove some of the 
Board of Education's power over 
high schools and give more power 
to parents and the principal on 
local school councils. 
It will also give a voice to stu-
dents, who will be represented on 
the council, but will not have a 
vote. 
These councils will have the 
power to hire and fire principals 
and make rules that students will 
have to follow at school. 
School reform supporters say 
parents and principals know how 
to educate students better than 
the distant bureaucrats at the 
Board of Education. 
"The centralized system of the 
Board of Education is incapable of 
reforming itself, so the people who 
are really affected will have the 
greatest voice," said Kale Wil-
liams, executive director of the 
Leadership Council for Metropoli-
tan Open Communities. 
Beginning on July 1, a local 
school council will exist for each 
high school, made up of the princi-
pal, six parents elected by par-
ents, two community residents 
elected by community residents, 
two teachers elected by the school 
staff, and one student, who is a 
nonvoting member. 
In the school reform article in the 
September issue of NE, the teen 
staff raised questions about the 
limited involvement of students in 
the decision-making process on 
the councils. Although students 
can offer their input, they do not 
have a vote. 
"Legally, yot; have to be 21 
years of age to disperse public 
funds. This law affects all govern-
ment bodies," said Joan Slay, di-
rector of Public Policy for Designs 
for Change, an organization which 
helped draft the reform bill. 
Since the bill will put much of the 
decision-making authority into the 
hands of parents, some students 
fear the changes that could ba 
made. 
"Parents probably wouldn 't 
want us to hold hands in school or 
leave campus for lunch. Most 
likely, they would want to change 
things that don't affect our educa-
tion at all, " said Basa. 
Meanwhile, some students look 
forward to school reform as a 
means to make positive changes 
in the schools and to upgrade the 
schools' teachers. 
"Preparation for college admis-
sions and counseling on financial 
aid is a big concern for me right 
now. Although I will have gradu-
ated (before the school reform 
begins), I hope that the council can 
get rid of teachers and counselors 
who don't seem to have enough 
time for students," said Eddie 
Ontiveros, a senior at Von Steu-
ben. 
Although the intent of the school 
reform plan is to give parents a 
greater voice in the school system, 
some parents say they do not want 
to become involved on a council. 
"Caring for my one child is a full 
time job. I couldn't handle anything 
else. But I would want the councils 
to make sure that parents are 
notified when their children cut 
classes before the kid is failing in 
his classes," said Lucile Holman, a 
parent of a junior at Fenger. 
While conflicts of power and 
decision-making may arise be-
tween parents and students, both 
groups expressed similar con-
cerns about needed changes in 
the schools. 
"Students probably won't cut 
classes as much, because kids 
listen to what their parents say," 
said Lamont Taylor, a sophomore 
at Fenger. 
The school council will have the 
power to appoint a new principal, 
who will serve under a four-year 
job contract. 
In a job contract, the principal 
agrees to make certain things 
happen at the school within three 
years. If the principal fails to make 
these changes, the council can fire 
the principal. 
"I see school reform as an op-
portunity for greater involvement 
from all sections. There may be 
some conflicts, but there is no birth 
without pain," said Edward H. Ol-
iver, principal of Julian High 
School. 
"{Council members) need to be 
trained and time needs to be given 
for it," he said. 
The parents and community 
residents on the Council will re-
ceive training in school budgeting, 
educational theory and employee 
selections. However, the plan 
does not call for the student 
member to be a ·part of this train-
ing. 
"I assume they (lawmakers) 
considered students to be an 
important element, but not an au-
thoritative one," said education 
reformer Williams. 
After Sept. 1, 1990, any teacher 
vacancy will be filled by the local 
principal instead of by officials at 
the Board of Education. 
Teachers rated as poor workers 
may be fired by the principal, with-
out regard for seniority. However, 
the teacher does have 45 days td 
improve after being told that he or 
she are not doing a good job. 
"We have 4,000 teacher vacan-
cies. We can't just throw teachers 
out because a principal doesn't 
like them," said Chuck Burdeen, a 
spokesman for the Chicago 
Teachers Union. 
Despite their expressions of 
skepticism about the reform plan, 
some teachers do not believe the 
plan will th rea! en their job stability . 
Instead, they view reform as a 
much needed change in the 
school system. 
"The principal is more capable 
of seeing what's going on in the 
schools than someone in an office 
somewhere. Hopefully, the princi-
pal can weed out teachers who 
aren't dedicated," said Joyce 
Spight, English and journalism 
teacher at Harlan. 
Under the reform plan, high 
schools will not be included in 
elementary subdistricts. Three 
high school districts and 23 sub-
districts will exist. 
"Students will be able to attend 
school outside their district as !hay 
now do. The district superinten-
dent or principal of the receiving 
school will make decisions about 
admission," said education re-
former Slay. 
If the original July reform plan 
had been kept, city-wide magnet 
schools would be eliminated. 
However, the current plan pro-
tects magnet schools and offers 
more choice for students. 
"A lottery system for most mag-
net schools will offer a fairer ap-
proach to admissions. Schools 
under the desegregation plan can 
have exams (for admission) if their 
focus is on a specific area like 
science. Other schools will simply 
have the lottery system," said 
Slay. 
Each school council will de-
velop a School Improvement Plan. 
ment scores at least to equal the 
national standardized scores. 
The Improvement Plan will also 
propose how to cut truancy and 
dropout rates and how to better 
prepare students for employment 
and further education. 
"School Reform will improve 
decision-making, but it won't im-
prove achievement in the class-
room. We have school reform. 
Now we need education reform," 
said Burdeen. 
ATIENTION ALL JUNIORS 
We are looking for the great teachers 
of the 1990's. 
If you think you can be one, see your 
teacher or counselor to be nominated 
for 
]]!)® ll ®®® C\©IS)@!®IJiJilW ©fl ~@l()!J©@U©IJ'!S 
®©!N©O@IJ'® lP!J'©®IJ'@I1i1il 
Nominations are being accepted 
between 
March 1 and May 12, 1989. 
The Academy of Educators Scholars 
is a program of 
The Foundation for Excellence In Teaching 
6 North Michigan Ave., Suite 506 
Chicago, IL 60602 
(312)407-0006 
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·News Briefs . 
Acne drug linked 
to birth defects 
Accutane, a drug that's used to 
clear up severe cases of acne, is 
now known to cause birth defects 
and miscarriages to pregnant 
women. 
Recent studies show 35 per-
cent of pregnant women in Chi-
cago who have had deformed ba-
bies used accutane. 
On a nationwide level, the rate is 
one out of four deformed infants 
due to the use of accutane. Yet ac-
cutane is still on the market. 
Accutane is one of the drugs 
that has the ability to clear up 
severe cases of acne. Atthough 
warning labels on the drug cau-
tioning women who are pregnant, 
birth defects continue to occur. 
Patients with severe cases of 
acne say accutane has improved 
their appearance. 
All of this raises the question of 
whether any product that can 
cause birth defects should be left 
on the market, even when it offers 
cures for other medical problems. 
Suicide rate higher 
among gay teens 
Studies conducted by the Youth 
Suicide National reveal that teen 
suicide is a larger problem among 
homosexual youths than hetero-
sexual youths. 
Nationally heatth-care profes-
sionals say gay teens are very 
likely to experience isolation from 
loved ones and loneliness. 
Gay Horizons, a Chicago non-
profit organization helping gay 
teens, estimates that one out of 
every 1 0 teenagers is homosex-
ual and two to six times more 
homosexual teens have commit-
ted or tried to commit suicide last 
year than heterosexual youths. 
Liz Huesemann, director of the 
Youth Group at Gay Horizons, 
said there are several reasons for 
these statistics. 
"tt's because they are not recog-
nized as gays and they are not 
able to express themselves. So 
they become depressed, go into 
hiding and often try to commit sui-
cide." 
David Clark, a psychologist at 
the Center for Suicide Research 
and Prevention at Rush-Presbyte-
rian St. Luke's Medical Center, 
disagrees. 
"They try committing suicide 
because of an illness - not just 
because something bad hap-
pened to them or because they are 
under stress as the public wishes 
to believe." 
Clark said he thinks that such 
illnesses-depression, alcohol-
ism or schizophrenia-make it 
harder for gay youths to accept 
themselves as well as other gays 
without the illnesses. 
Kimberley Holt 
No tuition hike 
for state colleges 
If you plan to attend a public 
college, there's a good chance 
tnat the amount of tuition you pay 
now won't be much different from 
the amount in a few years. 
The Board of Education met 
earlier th is winter and agreed to 
hold off on any more increases on 
state college tuit ion, including new 
fees for instruction. 
Explained a board member, "If 
the state provides these universi-
ties with more funds, there will be 
a limit on the raise in tuition. There 
might also be an increase in the 
number of tuition waivers schools 
can make. Otherwise there's little 
difference between what's hap-
pened now or a few years ago." 
A few years ago the state did 
not come up with sufficient funds 
to support the schools thus, tuition 
doubled. Big examples are Chi-
cago State, Northeastern Illinois, 
Governors State, Eastern Illinois, 
Western Illinois and especially 
University of Illinois at Champaign 
Urbana 
Vladlmlre Herard 
Earn $1,500 by 
squeezing a video 
from an orange 
The Florida Department of Cit-
rus is looking for a few good music 
videos on the nutritional value of 
orange juice. 
Here's a chance for talented 
high school teens, to enter the 
fourth Annual Nutritional Music 
Video Contest (NTV). 
Lyrics and music must be origi-
nal and funny. NTV judges permit 
up to five student actors, writers, 
film directors, and producers plus 
two advisors per masterpiece. 
Deadline for entries is April 15, 
1989. 
Schools may win either $1 ,500 
as a first prize, two $1 000 second 
prizes, or forty $150 third place 
prizes. 
The second, third, and special 
category winners get audio equip-
ment and Hard Rock Cafe mer· 
chandise. 
The next set of winners under 
the title "Most Humorous" or "Best 
Original Words and Music" as 
teams will receive a trip to Watt 
Disney World. 
Any questions? Write to the 
Music Video Contest coordinator 
at Florida Department of Citrus, 
2755 East Oakland Park Blvd, Ft 
Lauderdale, Fl33306 or call (305) 
565-4672. 
Vladmlre Herard 
otograpl1\j f actor\1 
TltE Now GENERATioN PltoTOGRApltERs 
PRESENTS THE SENSIBLE GRADUATION SPECIAL 
High School and College Graduates 
1 - 11 X 14 
2- 8x1 0 
4- 5 X 7 
ONLY 
SS9.95 
4 - 3 x 5 Two Specials 
24- wallets $179.00 
SmiNG 
$25.00 
FOUR PAYMENT PLAN 
PROOF 
$25.00 
ORDER 
$25.00 
..... 
FINISHED 
ORDER 
$24 95 
+ tax 
Have your Portraits taken by a real 
Professional Photographer 1n a real pro 
fessional studio. Come to the Photography 
Factory. 
**** s~~'P'" 
~ ~ a4tutt tk. 
p~ '?~ S~ .. . 
1. Photography Factory first introduced 
the triple exposure as we see it today. 
2. Photography Factory was the first photo-
graphy company t o put Prom and Graduation 
Portrait s in the wine glass. 
3. Photogr aphy Factory mtroduced the 
Wicker cha1r to school photography. 
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Grammer and Kindergarten 
Graduation Specials 
1 -8 x 10 in Gold Frame 
4 - Sx7 
8 - wallets 
*24.'5 
High School Low Budget Special 
2 Poses 
Cap and Gown and Casual 
2 - 8 X 10 
2 - Sx7 
16 - wallets 
•39.15 
- Extra Prints Prices wlttl Special -
1 - 16 X 20 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $45.00 
1 - 11 X 14 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $25.00 
1 - 8 X 1 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1 2.00 
2 - 5 X 7 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $12.00 
4 - 3 X 5 ............. ... .. $1 2.00 
24 - wallets . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $18.00 
eaa 7~/M ~ r~~att 
The Pl1otosr"Ph\1 f "cto~ 
2 109 W. 79th Street • Ch1cago. IL 60620 
31212Z4-Z400 
1 . 1 0 different poses 
2. Free fur drape 
3. free cap and gown 
4. Chance to win free limousine service to your 
Prom 
5. Free 11 x 14 with advance payment 
6. Free 8 x 1 0 w1th package for taking your 
Portrait between Monday and Friday 
if!~!~~ ~'14 9d 
#HMe ~ tk«. ~ 
eU tk ;r:;~ 7~1 
*** 
Double Exposure 
Triple Exposure 
Quad Exposure 
$ 9.00 extra 
12.00 extra 
25.00 extra 
The Photography Factory stocks H.Q. Frames 
for all your portraits at low discount 
prices. 
Note 
5 7's m ust be ordered in two ·s. 
3 1 ~ "( 5 's 111 fours, 
wallets 111 group of e1ght 
Choose four poses to make up your package. 
Extra poses $3".00 each. Retouching $7.00 per 
set. Name on Complete Package - 515.00 
Amoco has been a fOOgtime friend and supporter 
of education·and youth ar'ld has cooperated on 
guide; a fable about th& importance of belng in-
dependent; and results of a survey which tells 
why J:eens do homework ln some classes but 
not in others. · 
,, various projects with Jt1e teens of Youth Comrntr 
nication .since ·1978, . When .Amoco decided to , 
··sponsor a mediacami)aign .encouraging students 
t------- - + --------::=-4 .. ,. to do theif homework, our editors suggested 'that 
,we need your Input on how you do homework: 
NewExP.resslon would be especlally well.suited to 
1------~:;;;;;=;.ii;;ii-~:=~~···'''.- bririg'that message:ta.Chicago teens. I ~ ':'· -F~~~l':by ' a :'s~ial gran~ trom .Amocci, this 
~ · •f>owitr ~-low'!· supplement includes profiles oflour 
teens and lhelr:study habits; a research resoorce 
How rnucl) tlm&do you spend on it? What tricks 
do you use ln getting the assignrDSnts .done 
and done well? New ExpressioQ will be doing 
.a follow-up report'on· what you say. Please fill 
outandmall the su!Veyoo page-10. let Amoco 
and New Expressfon kr.~ that :·:;u are listen-
fog. 
Mayhem. My life was mayhem with a capital "M." It was 
two weeks after I had accepted an assignment to write this 
article, and I had not done a single thing. 
Why had I decided to write an article on "getting organized"? I'm not organized! 
Then a revelation came to me. Why not take this opportunity to get myself organ-
ized? So I began the process of trying to become a more organized person. It turns 
out it was rather easy! 
I started out by using a small calendar book to plan my week. I would jot down 
homework assignments, deadlines, parties, interviews, anything I had to remember 
in this book. And then, of course, I had to pay attention to what I had written there. 
I got so that I didn't go anywhere without that little book. One day I accidentally left 
it at home and I was totally lost! 
After a while, I started to notice a change. I was turning in assignments on time, 
much to the surprise of my teachers. I was meeting my deadlines, which kept my 
editor off my back. I was keeping up with that oreaded hardship all seniors have to 
face : college application deadlines. And I seemed to have as much free time as 
ever, because I was using my time more effectively. 
Now I'm starting to wonder if I'm an organizational junkie. I try to organize 
everything I can. My sock drawer, my sister's sock drawer, everything! I don't sug-
gest this much organization for everybody. In fact, everyone has his or her own 
individual way of getting organized. 
For Martha Martinez, a junior at Bogan, organiza-
tion has affected all aspects of life. Martha plans out 
her school assignments and other activities in a 
small notebook. In the notebook she writes down 
everything from homework assignments to social 
obligations to what she intends to wear to each of 
her activities. 
At home, Martha uses a 12-month calendar to plan for the whole month 
or year. On the calendar she will writes down long-range assignments and 
sets deadlines for each stage of these assignments. She also uses sticky 
memo pads which she sticks around her room to remind her of specific 
deadlines in the near future. 
Martha has just started to organize her time. She finds organization 
helps her to remember things. She does remember when she wasn't or-
ganized, however. She used to feel pressured and felt like she never got 
things accomplished. She would forget books and notebooks and even 
dates with friends. For instance, one evening when she was supposed to 
go to a friends house at five o'clock, she didn't remember until six. 
Martha has found organization very useful. Although it took some time 
to get used to, she has found that it is worth it. 
Steve Goodman, a junior at Whitney Young, 
knew it was time to get organized when his 
Enalish arade droooed. not because of a lack of 
ability, but because he was very disorganized. 
• Steve had put off doing a research paper until the 
night before it was due. Each student in his class 
had been given a different topic, but he couldn't 
remember where he had written his down or what 
he had done with it. After tearing through his book 
bag and notebooks, and hundreds of scraps of 
paper in his bedroom, he decided he would just 
have to try to remember what the topic was 
When he finally remembered the topic, he ran 
to the library, did research until they kicked him 
out at closing time, and then stayed up all night 
writing the paper. But it turned out that the topic 
he remembered was not his, but someone else's. 
So heJeceived a much lower grade than he ex-
pected. 
Steve decided he needed help fast. He took a 
course at Northwestern University in time man-
agement. Steve uses this as an overall concept 
rather than a specific one and manages his time 
for the week and month rather than day by day. 
The way to begin time management, says 
Steve, is to write down every hour of the day and 
assign a task to that time. He wrote down such 
things as when to do homework, when to wake up 
and when to socialize. An example of a typical 
morning under time management is: 6 -7 wake-
up, shower and eat breakfast; 7 -8 ride train to 
school , etc. Eventually he memorized this rou-
tine and no longer needs the time sheet. 
Also this method was very effective in finding -
time which was being wasted so that he can put 
it to use. Steve found that he had time in study 
halls and on the bus ride to and from school to do 
some of his homework, which left time for other 
things such-as a job. 
The time management course also taught a 
few tricks to succeed in school. Steve says that if 
your concentration starts to break while doing 
homework, take a ten minute break. Stop work in 
the middle of a problem or thought so that you wil 
not have to start cold again. Also, when you take 
notes, write down only catch phrases instead of 
writing word-for-word what the teacher says. 
Catch phrases are one or two words that will 
remind you of what the teacher said. 
Steve says that when you plan your week, 
don't go overboard. Leave time for recreation 
and socializing. "With my system of organ iza-
tion," Steve says, "I am never at a loss for things 
to do." 
"When people see t!lat you are organized, they will think that you are a responsible, respectable person. This little difference 
can make someone's attitude toward you either good or bad before you have shown them anything about yourself,· says Tracy 
Patterson, a junior at Curie. 
Tracy discovered the advantages of organizatic:m after bad first quarter grades and an argument with her parents over the 
state of her bookbag. There were loose papers everywhere and Tracy always spent a long time rummaging through it every 
time she tried to find something. Her parents suggested that she keep her assignments in folders, with a separate folder for 
each class. They said they would check her bag each week to see that she was keeping it organized. Tracy was upset by 
her parents' reaction , but now feels organization is very useful because she is getting better grades. 
Tracy uses a simple method of keeping track of her assignments. During the day, she writes out her assignments on pieces 
of paper that she h~ torn out of her notebooks and places them in her bag, along with any "handouts" she received in her 
dasses. Then when she 'gets home she takes ten minutes to go through these papers and separate them according to sub-
ject. In this way, she can ren:wmber what needs to be done and can work on her assignments at home. 
Tracy finds that her key to improving organization is establishing a routine. She had a calendar set up, which she now has 
memorized. Now when she goes home she doesn't just "flop down,· but starts on her homework. She maintains her sched-
ule throughout the evening. 
• 
-When a homework or research assignment Is given, most teens lmmedlaiely think of 1------1 
the-<:loseaMibrary~Howewtr,,the.followlng Js a catalogue of several other places that 
have ·material for those who are willing to go the extra mile for quality Information. J..-----1 
Adler Planeterium Resources: pamphlets on air, water, waste 
Bus route: Loop location =: •. • 
:=·· 
1 300 S. Lake Shore 
Drive 
Phone: 322-0304 M·F, 
10:30-1:30 
Brookflflld ZO(l U.S. Census Bureau Library ·>;:;:;...---------
Resources: astronomy, 
navigauu .. ~uestions: In· 
quiries by phone: 322· 
0304. Sky shows. 
(The library is only open to members, appointment only.) 
Bus route: 146 Marine-Michigan on State St. 
University of Chicago John Crerar Library 
5730 S. Ellis 
Phone: 702·7715 Mon·Sat, 8:30-5:00 
Resources: science technology, technical joumals, phys-
ics, medicine, engineering 
(Use requires a school I.D. Most materials cannot be 
checked out but photocopying is allowed. It is best to call 
for directions.) 
Bus route: 55th bus or 6 Jeffrey, walk 7 blocks 
Shedd Aquarium Ubrary 
1 200 S. Lake Shore Drive 
Phone: 939-2426 1·4, winter: 1·5, summer 
Resources: oceanography and biology 
Cost: $2 entrance fee 
(use by appointment only, e•cept ~n 3rd Saturday of 
month. Call to make the a•"' •ln,r~~ent.) 
Bus route: 146 Marine ~'~"';;a:: 
U.S. Environmental Protectior. Agency Regional Ubrary 
230 S. Dearbom, Room 1670 
(1Sth floor) 
Phone: 353-2022 
Resources: pollut1on, conservation, (Materials art. ~.;r,­
technical in nature: you can borrow through your public 
library.) 
{14th floor SW corner) 
geology(paleontology). 
Field Museum of 
Natural History Li-
brary 
Roosevelt Rd. at 
Lake Shore Drive 
Phone: 922-941 0 
Mon-Frl, 8 :30· 4:30 
Resources: botany , 
anthropology,zoology, 
(Come to the north entrance and talk to bustness re-
ceptionist. She will d~rect you to the library. Materials 
can not be checked out, but photocopying of most 
matenals IS allowed.) 
Bus route : downtown-146 Mar1ne MIChigan, south 
side-6 Jeffery 
Newberry Library 
60W. Walton 
Phone: 943-9090 Tuc -Thr, 10-6; Fri-Sat, 9-5 
Resources: history and humanities. Sponsors the 
8400 W. 31st, Brookfield 
Phone: 485-2"00 Weekdays, 10-4:45 
Resources: library by appointment only. Write a letter or 
phone and ask for an appointmPnt. Also ask if they have 
what you are looking for. It's a long trip. 
Bus route: Burlington North at Union Station to 
Brookfield. 331 Prarie to Zoo. 
Museum of Science and Industry Library 
5700 Lake Shore Drive 
Phone: 684-1414 Sun-Fri, 12-4; Sat, 9:30-4; Closed 
Tuesdays 
Resources: earth sciences, chemistry, biology, zoology, 
technology, physics, life sciences, environment, etc. 
Photocopying of materials only. 
Bus route: 6 Jeffery, 28 Stony Island 
University of Illinois Mathematics Ubrary 
851 S. Morgan 
Phone: 996-3024 Mon-Fri, 9-5 
Resources: math and computers. 
Bus route: 8 Halsted 
University of Illinois Ubrary of the Health Sciences 
1750W. Polk 
Phone: 996-8966 Mon-Thr, 7:30-10; Frl, 7:30-7 Sun, 
10-5 
Resources: medicine and allied health. 
Bus route: Douglass/CongresstO'H<:.'9B to Polk 
University of Illinois Sdence Ubrary 
835 W. Taylor (SES building) 
Phone: 996-5396 Mon-Fri 9-5 
Resources: biology, physics, chemistry and geography 
(two computer systems). 
Bus route: 8 Halsted 
Chicago Metro History fair competition. 
(Materials cannot be checked out, but photocopy-
ing of most materials is allowed. Over age 16 only. 
Bring a schooii.D. Can'tbrowsesohave a specific 
research area in mind.) 
Bus route: 22 Clark Street 
Chicago Htstorical Sodety Ubrary 
1601 N. Clark (Ciarl\ Street and North Ave.) 
Phone: 642-4600 Tue-Sat, 9:30-4:30 
Resources: history of Chicago, Illinois, Abraham 
Lincoln, CIVIl War and U.S. 
(Teens under 16 must have adult accompany, fill 
out research application) 
Bus route: Subway to Clark and Division 
DuSable Museum Ubrary 
740 E. 56th Place 56th and Cottage Grove 
Phone: 947-0600 Mon-Fri, 9-5 
Resources: African Amencan History. 
(lnformahon stored In archives and curatorial de-
partment. Appointment only, call ahead.) 
·:·. 
.··:: 
·.·· 
1 75 W. JaCI\son ::) 
Phone: 353-0980 Daily, 9-4 L >.;--------1@ 
Resources: statistics on U.S. population, )' 
cars, housing, education, jobs, size of fami· r:;.::~:·--------f,:<; 
lies, etc. 
( will copy 8-10 pgs free.) 
Bus route: Loop location 
Library of International Relations 
77 S. Wacker (NE corner of Wacker and 
Monroe) 
Phone: 567-5234 Mon-Thr 8:30-12; Fri 
8:30-8; Sat.10·6: Sun. 1 1·7 
Resources: law, business (industry,trade) 
economics, govemmeni documents, re-
ports. 
(To borrow, ask at public library about filling 
out an Interlibrary loan form. Res helve your 
own books) 
Bus route: Loop location 
U.S. Department of Labor, Women's Bu-
reau Ubrary 
230 S. Dearborn, 10th floor 
Phone: 353-6985 Mon-Fri, 7:30-5 
Resources: information on employment 
and training (women), affirmative action, 
statistics on women(role, chlldcare, work, 
family), educational initiatives, studies, 
newspaper clippings. 
(No photocopying facilities.) 
Bus Route: Loop location 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
Regional Library (see Math/Science) 
Bus route: 4 Cottage Grove 
Polish National Alliance 
6100 N. Cicero 
Phone: 286-0500 Mon-Thr, 8-4; 
F, 8-3 
Resources: library on Polish history and culrure. 
Bus route: 54A Cicero Bus 
Native American Educational Service 
NAES College 
2838 W. Peterson 
Phone: 761·5000 Mon-Fri, 8-5 
Resources: library on Native American culture 
Bus route: 84 Peterson Bus, 93 Califorma Bus 
Balzekas Museum for Uthuanian Culture Re-
source and Research 
6500 S. Pulaski Rd, SW corner 
Phone: 582-6500 Druly, 1 0-4; Fri 10-8 
Resources: library, museum (maps,armor) 
Admission: $2 Most books are in Luthuanian. 
Bus route: 62 Archer 
NorThwestern University, Evanston 
Campus Ubrary 
Phone: 663-1600 Mon-Thr, 8-9 :30; Fri, 8-6; Sat, 9-5 
Resources: general 
1935 Shendan Rd ., Evanston 
Phone: 491 ·7576 Mon-Fri, 8:30· 
5 :00: Sat, 8'30·1:00 
Resources: periodicals, computers, 
extensive reference materials. 
Bus route: Evanston Express to 
Foster, 4 blocks east. Or NS sub-
'-----'==='--== way to end of line (Howard St.) Get 
on Evanston shuttle to Foster. Walk east and ask directions from 
students at Northwestern. 
University of Illinois at Chicago Main Library 
801 S. Morgan 
Phone: 996-2724 Mon-Thr, 7:30-10; Fri, 7:30-7; Sat, 10·5 
Resources: h1story, business, art (architecture,drafting). 
(Only UIC students can check books out but tours can be arranged 
w1th reachers to acquaint high school students with library; ask at 
reference desk.) 
Bus route : 8 Halsted, 7 Harrison, 37 Sedgewick Austin, Douglass/ 
Congress/O'Hara to UIC-Halsted 
University of Illinois at Chlofl(p-Arr and Architecture Library 
311 Douglass Hall, south of Harrison 
Phone : 996-4469 Mon-Fri, 9-5 
Resources: ar1 and architecture (periOdicals, encyclopedias, music, 
video and film). 
Bus route: Congress/DouglasstO'Hare to UIC Halsted 
Roosevelt University Ubrary 
430 S. M1chlgan, 10th floor 
Phone. 341 ·3639 Mon-Thr, 9-9; Frl, 9-6:30; Sat-Sun , 1 1·4 
Resources: general 
(Only Roosevelt students can check out books. Ask at reference 
desk for mformat10n on photocopying.) 
Bus route· Any "L • train. 
Columbta University Library 
600 S Mlch1gan, 2nd lloor 
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(Can't check out material, ask at reference desk for photocopy-
ing information.) 
Bus route: 1 Indiana, 3 Kmg Dnve, 4 Cottage Grove, 6 Jeffery 
Chicago State University Library 
95th and Kmg Drive 
Phone: 995-2000 Mon-Thr, 8-8:30; Frl, 9-5; Sat-Sun, 1-5 
Resources: General, Black H1story 
Bus Route: Dan Ryan to 95th, then 95E bus or 104 bus. 
Bus ro~;re: Same as U.of I. Chicago Library 
Univefflity of Chicago John Crerar Library (see Math/Science) 
DePaul University Library 
2320 N. Seminary 
Phone: 341-8085 Mon-Thr, 8·9: 
Frl,8·6: Sat, 9-5; Sun, 12·5 
Resources: General 
(No large groups without prior arrangement. Can't check out 
materials, but can photoc:>py. 
Bus route: Howard or Ravenswood "L" to Fullerton. 
Loyola University Library 
(Down town Campus) 
820 N. Michigan 
Phone: 670-2875 Mon-Frl, 8-9; 
Sat, 8:30-4 
Resources: business, social work, education, criminology, gen-
eral 
(Sunday open only to college students) 
Bus route : Loop location. 
Cudhay Library (Loyola Lakeshore Campus) 
6525 N. Sheridan Rd. 
Phone: 508-2630 Mon-Thr, 7:30-Mid; Frl7:30-9, Sat. , 9-9; Sat, 
1 1-mldnlght 
Resources: arts and sciences, natural sciences, sociology 
Bus route : Jackson Park/Englewood Howard to Loyola. 
Newspapers: no public ac-
cess to Sun-Times and Trib-
une but can interview report· 
ers. Try community papers. 
Try Tribune "Friday" or Sun-
Times "Weekend Plus· sec-
tions. 
Homework Hotline· 321 ·3100 
Business Corporations: Try 
calling their Library/Informa-
tion Center/Public relations 
office, or write a letter. 
Foreign Consulates: Some 
have libraries or will send out 
packages of Information. Use 
white pages of phone book. 
For example, the Japanese 
consulate Is listed as follows: 
Japanese Consulate Gen-
eral- Main office 737 N Michi-
gan Avenue 280-0400. 
Doug was terrifie.Q of flying. While all the other 
birds in the forest were eager to get their flyer's li-
censes, Doug was scared stiff. 
"Now what do you do when a flock of birds flies 
"Yes, I think you two look so cute together!" 
"Aw, Mom. I don't like chicks." 
"Now Dougie, you should know better than that." 
Once again, Doug did know better. The only thing 
by you?" asked Mrs. Pi-
geon, the flying school 
teacher. 
All the wings in the 
class went up except 
Doug's. 
that was harder for him than flyin'g was building up 
the nerve to talk with Susie. While all the other birds ~ in the forest were flying and flirting, Doug was staying 
at nest dreaming of Susie. 
"You want to tell us 
Doug?" Mrs. Pigeon 
asked. 
"Uh, when a flock of 
birds flies by you, uh, dis-
rupt their flight and injure 
as many as possible," 
said Doug. "Doug, you should 
"Hey, Doug, you're 
looking kind of down. 
What's bothering 
you?" she asked. 
"Oh, I dunno," he 
said, "I'm not really up 
to flying like the other 
birds." 
know better than that. 
Susie?" asked Mrs. Pi-
geon. 
As Susie gave the right 
answer, Doug looked at 
her with admiration. Yes, 
Doug knew the answer 
also, but he wanted to fail 
so he would have an ex-
cuse not to fly. 
When class was dis-
missed, Doug left the 
other birds , hopping 
alone. He was ap-
proached by Betty, the 
walrus. 
"I wouldn't worry 
about it I had the 
same problem when I 
tried to swim for the 
first time. I was no 
Mark Spitz. I had to do 
a lot on my own. There 
was no one to show 
me what to do and fol-
low me around like be-
fore. But, you know, I 
really respected my-
self more when I 
pushed myself to 
learn more on my 
own. It was fun!" 
"Really?" Doug was 
pretty surprised to hear 
Betty talk that way. 
( 
Just as Doug was think-
ing about Betty's ideas, 
Rolph, the weasel, strolled 
by~Eh, uh, little boid. I heard 
ya was afraid to fly. What 
are ya, some sorta wimp?" 
Doug started to walk 
away in embarassment. 
"Hey, maybe if ya can't 
fly, I'll have a better chance 
with Susie than you!" Rolph 
shouted . 
.A-::J Doug could only look 
~~ down and walk away. 
When Doug got back 
to the nest, Dou~·s }-:-:::::----
mother fed h1m .--· 
worms from her 
mouth to his. 
"How was school 
today, Dougie?" 
"Mom, I don't think 
I'm cut out to fly," 
"Now Dougie, you're 
a bird, you have to 
fly. Are you afraid?" 
"Naw, I 'm not 
afraid. Lers not talk 
about it now." 
"All right.How's 
Susie?" 
"Susie?" 
The next day at flying school was the last day of 
the marking period, and the birds received their 
grades. Doug got a consolation "D" for good atten-
dance. Now, he was only one step away from 
getting his flyer's license. 
"Hey Doug, whatcha get?" asked Susie, the 
love interest. 
"I gotta 'D', what did you 
get?" 
"I got an 'A'. I can't wait to 
get my license. I want to get 
out on my own, without Mrs. 
Pidgeon giving me direc-
tions. Hey, maybe we could 
fly around together some-
time!" -
Doug began to molt. 
"Well, gee, I don't think I'll 
be able to fly too well , with 
my wing problem and all,· he 
said. 
"I didn't know you had a 
wing problem,· said Susie. 
"Oh yeah. It's some sort of 
extra-voluminous super-co-
lossal rigor mortis com-
pounded with diseased 
endo-plumage." 
"My goodness, it sounds 
serious. Well, I guess we'll 
have to wait 'til you get bet-
ter. Bye!" 
And Susie hopped away. 
Dejected, Doug hopped back to the nest, whistling 
the blues. 
"Will I ever amount to anything?" he thought, 
"Will Susie ever fall for me? Or will I end up like Old 
Man Herb who can't fly. I'm nevergonna get off the 
ground. I can't do anything on my own." 
Just as Doug was crouching down, counting his 
six toes, he heard some commotion. He hopped 
over to find that lots of animals were huddled to-
gether. Jake the panther, Shariff the mole, Gordon 
the ram, and Denny the rabbit and his family . The 
leader of the group was Wally the walrus. 
"Hey, everybody, what's going on?" Doug 
asked. 
"It's Susie. She's in big trouble!" said Jake. 
"Rolph the weasel and his mean friends caught 
? 
\ / 
her in a trap and she can't getoutf said Gordon. 
"And they got Tony the gorilla standing guard so 
no one can get to her," said Denny. 
Doug gasped. 
"There's no way we can reach her, unless .. ." 
All eyes turned to Doug. 
"Unless someone could fly there!" 
Doug's heart was beating about 800 times per 
second. "You want me to ... to fly through the for-
est?" he muttered. 
"Yeah. Susie's counting on you!" said Denny's 
family in unison. 
"OK, just gimme a minute," Doug said as he 
slinked aside. "I've gotta fly now," he thought, 
·susie's counting on me. I just have to remember 
what they taught me in school. . ." 
Doug began to practice. "Left wing, right wing, 
glide, glide, left wing ." 
"'K, Doug," said Shariff, "it's now or never. 
You've got to go." 
Doug took a deep breath. He began his ap-
proacn on the runway, started to pick up speed 
and WHOOSH I! 
HE WAS FLYING!! AND IT WAS FUNII 
Doug's fear 
evaporated instantly. 
He even did some 
backflips and other 
acrobatics. He was a 
real pro. "If only 
Susie could see me 
now," he thought. 
Finally Doug 
settled down to look-
ing for Susie. 
"Hey, little boid!" 
said a voice in the 
bushes. 
Doug turned 
around flustered. 
"So ya think yer a 
big boy now. Well I'll 
show ya,little boid. " It 
was Rolph the wea-
sel. "I've got yer 
goilfriend here and 
now I got you too!" 
"'h please save mel" cried Susie. 
If there was one thing Doug loved more than 
flying, it was Susie. He would stop at nothing to 
save her. 
"Hey boid. Yer such a wimp, yer momma still 
feeds ya worms! ! could feed ya a knuckle sand-
wicn, my feathered friend!" 
"Well, I guess I'll be going," said Doug. He slowly 
walked away. 
"Hal l gotcha this time!" yelled Rolph. 
But just as Doug turned the corner, he flapped 
his wings at a furious pace. He flew into Rolph's 
face and gave him the old "six-toes-in-yer-eye" 
trick. 
Rolph, startled, released Susie. She flew by 
Doug's side, as Rolph writhed in pain, Doug and 
Susie held wings and flew to a branch together. 
The moral of the story Is: 
When you become Independent and believe 
In yourself, there Is no limit to what you can 
achieve. 
Teaching Methods Affect Motivation 
Anthony West, a senior at Chicago Vocational High 
School, originally signed up for a computer class, his major. 
Unfortunately, the class was filled and he had to settle for an 
accounting class. Yet West now says that he enjoys his 
accounting class more than he would have his computer 
class. Furthermore, he has never skipped a homework as-
signment for the class. 
This may seem unusual, but according to a New Expres-
sion survey of 140 high school students, this attitude toward 
assignments is quite common. New Expression found that 
90 percent of high school teens have had a class that was set 
up in a way that especially motivated them to do homework. 
The formula for creating enthusiasm for homework was 
varied. For many teens, a major factor was the teacher. Fifty 
one percent said that they responded to certain classes be-
cause the teacher made it interesting and prepared them well 
for classwork that was challenging. 
Nichola Webb, a senior at Corliss, found this to be the case 
in her college algebra class. "He (the professor) teaches it 
really thoroughly. The assignments are good because the 
problems are exactly what he teaches; he doesn't give you 
something that he hasn't gone over. You can't help but learn 
it because he teaches with such enthusiasm,"said Webb. 
West agreed. "He (the teacher) puts a challenge to 
homework. He sets the work out and says, 'If you can do it 
without tutoring you get extra points. If not, I'll give you extra 
help.'" West said that this creates an extra incentive for him 
to try harder with his homework. 
Homework that has been explained well by the teacher is 
also very important, according to those surveyed. Thirty-
eight percent said that they are reluctant to even do assign-
ments when the teacher doesn't explain them well. 
Craig Yancy, a junior at St. Martin DePorres said, "Many 
times when I start on an assignment, it is much quicker to do 
if the teacher has taught the class step by step." 
According to the survey, only 17 percent of teens don't do 
assignments because they were too hard. Instead, 37 per-
cent said it was because the teacher was confusing or the as-
signments were uninteresting and unchallenging. 
"In my history class, she would just give us xerox papers 
and say to do it. If we asked her a question she would have 
to look it up,"said Webb. 
Students usually respond to these types of assignments 
by copying them from the book (29 percent), doing them on 
the bus or before class (33 percent), or not doing them at all, 
(12 percent). 
However, more original methods of teaching that force stu-
dents to do original and independent work increased the 
interest and motivation that students put into their homework. 
For Angela Payton, a sophomore at Fenger, a motivating 
method was role reversal. 
"My English teacher would let us get up and teach the class 
when we had research papers. I had do do a lot more 
research for that class," said Payton. 
This extra effort paid off in good grades. 
"It was the only class I g~ in," said Payton. 
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By Debbie Flapan 
The funeral parlor was dim and 
musty. Dust floated lazily across 
the small ray of sunshine pushing 
through the tiny window of the 
small wall. The sunshine landed in 
a yellow splotch on the dark car-
peting next to the coffin. It was a 
small room and heavy oil paintings 
of dreary landscapes peered over-
poweringly from every wall. The 
furniture was burgundy, almost 
blood colored. 
Sarah stepped into the room 
instinctively pulling her black 
blazer tighter, hugging her waist 
with her arms. She felt submerged 
in the icy air conditioning, and she 
took several deep breaths as her 
eyes adjusted to the dimness. 
She found Mr. and Mrs. Soma-
son seated across the room talk-
ing quietly. Occasionally, Mr. 
Somason closed his eyes and 
swallowed as Mrs. Somason blew 
her nose. Sarah forced herself to 
walk toward them. 
Sarah stood in front of them, 
unable to say a word. Mrs. Soma-
son looked up at Sarah, trembling, 
with red-rimmed eyes. Under-
neath the handkerchief in her 
hands hung a rosary. Sarah 
couldn't take her eyes off of it; she 
stared at the shiny beads above 
the cross, mesmerized. 
"You read the letter." Mrs. 
Somason said. It was a state-
ment, not a question. 
Sarah looked at Mr. Somason. 
He gazed back at her steadily and 
Sarah saw his pain. 
"Yes," Sarah finally said. "I 
did .. .I'm sorry." 
"l...we ... we're going for coun-
seling now. Together." 
"I'm glad to hear that. Good 
luck." 
"Thank you." 
Sarah moved away slowly. The 
heels of her pumps brushed 
against the thick carpet and her 
ankleswavered. Sheturnedtothe 
shiny black coffin in the center of 
the room. It was bathed in a soft 
yellow light. "In the spotlight," 
Sarah whispered. "Even now. • 
She reached the coffin and stared 
at the first dead body she'd ever 
seen. 
Talia lay calmly, something 
Sarah had never seen her do 
when she was alive. Talia had 
always been moving, dancing to 
the radio, talking during movies, 
and exercising during "Wheel of 
Fortune." Sarah had laughed at 
that, but Talia had retorted, "What 
do I want to see Vanna White for? 
I'd only get depressed. The 
woman is perfect. • 
"But she's probably an airhead," 
Sarah had pointed out and they'd 
laughed together. 
Now Talia was surrounded by 
black mahogany and white satin, 
her favorite colors. "I'm an extrem-
ist," she'd told Sarah several 
times. "It's either black or white, 
good or bad. No gray areas for 
me.· There were plenty of gray 
areas in Sarah's life ar.d she 
wondered how Talia could have 
been so decistve, so sure of what 
she believed in 
"You had to do it, didn't you?" 
Sarah leaned closer to whisper in 
The Glass Wall 
Talia's ear. "You couldn't die like 
other people. You had to go out 
with a bang." 
Talia had never liked being like 
everyone else. She was the first 
girl to shave her head. All of it. She 
laughed at the whispers and snide 
comments and glowed at the 
compliments. Talia confessed to 
Sarah later she'd been nervous 
that entire first day. "After all, how 
many girls do you see with heads 
like sandpaper?" Sarah had 
laughed, never believing for a 
second Talia could be self-con-
scious. 
Naturally, as soon as shaved 
hair became "in," Talia grew hers 
back. "ltwastooboring,"Taliahad 
remarked to Sarah. "Having hair 
gives me something to do in the 
morning." Talia's hair just before 
her death had been a comfortable 
shoulder length, easy to manage 
and never staticy. 
Sarah noticed now that even in 
death Talia's hair didn't dare be-
come frizzy. Sarah's hair was of-
ten stat icy and slightly longer than 
Talia's because she couldn't de-
cide if she should get it cut short 
again or let it grow out. 
Despite Talia's dislike for con-
formity, Sarah knew it wasn't the 
real reason why she'd let her hair 
grow back out. Talia was vain and 
she hadn't wanted to share the 
spotlight. 
Sarah held onto the side of the 
coffin for a moment, feeling guilty 
at thinking such mean thoughts 
about her best friend. "But it's 
true," Sarah pointed out to herself. 
If Talia was still alive Sarah 
wouldn't have hesitated about 
admitting her friend's shortcom-
ings. 
Sarah remembered some of 
Talia's faults she'd pushed to the 
back of her mind before. She 
remembered how T alia always 
flirted outrageously with boys, 
how she'd always been the one to 
get drunk at parties so that Sarah 
had to be the one to take her 
home. When they were younger, 
Tali a often did things Sarah hadn't 
dared to do. During fifth grade, 
Talia bet Sarah she could climb to 
the top of the tall oak in her back-
yard. 
"Can not," Sarah had said indig-
nantly. 
"Can too,• Talia had said. "I'll 
prove it." 
She'd scrambled up the trunk 
like a monkey, slowing down as 
she picked her way carefully to the 
top. Suddenly Sarah heard a 
cracking sound and she shielded 
her eyes with her hand and peered 
up into the tree that seemed to 
reach the sun. Talia was falling, 
breaking branches as she fell. 
Sarah stared in horror as T alia, 
screaming landed on the other 
side of the tree. 
Except for a few scratches and 
bruises, Talia hadn't been hurt. 
She'd gotten up slowly and Sarah 
was released from her silence as 
her tongue found itself again. 
"You could've been killed! I can't 
believe I let you do such a stupid 
thing!" 
Talia turned slowly, like an old 
woman, and gazed at Sarah. "You 
didn't have a choice," Talia said 
softly. And Sarah knew she was 
right. But she didn't want to think 
about what Talia might have been 
trying to do. 
Again and again, Talia tried to 
prove herself. Sarah was never 
sure who she was trying to im-
press, but she couldn't stop her. 
Eventually she only tried to accept 
Talia as she was. 
Talia, on the other hand, never 
thought twice about criticizing 
Sarah, although she tried to dis-
guise it as helpfulness. "Sarah, 
you're so wishy-washy. Can't you 
make up your mind about any-
th ing?" When Sarah shrugged, 
Talia would say, "Look, at least let 
me help you pick out some new 
clothes. The ones you have on are 
begun dating eight months before. 
Eventually Sarah grew to enjoy 
making love with Matt, although at 
first she hadn't been so sure. She 
was happy and she wished T alia 
could have found someone as 
wonderful as Matt to love. But 
Talia just seemed to bounce 
around. 
"Guys are my friends just like 
girls," Talia told Sarah in a bored 
voice when Sarah mentioned her 
boyfriend hopping. I'd liketogetto 
know a lot of different people be-
fore I settle down with one. Be-
sides, too many are like my dad." 
Talia rarely talked about her fa-
ther. Mr. Somason was even 
more religious than his wife and a 
very intense man. His looks were 
overpowering, with dark eyes and 
a heavy brow. His arms were thick 
and his chest broad. Black hairs 
curled from the collars of his shirts, 
and Sarah had often stared at 
them, wondering how far down 
they went. 
Talia's father was gentle in front 
of Sarah, although his intensity 
never wavered, and she never 
heard him yell. But when he heard 
about Talia's many boyfriends, 
11 stration by Lorraine Reyes I Sarah found out he had screamed 
dirty names at her and whipped 
practically antique." Sarah had her with his belt. 
been perfectly happy in her faded Talia had come to Sarah's 
jeans and bulky sweater. She house afterward, moving slowly, 
knew she would never have like an old woman, just as she'd 
Talia's flair for style or the confi- moved when she fell out of the 
dance to wear Talia's silken tree. She was silent and her eyes 
scarves, let alone her flowing In- seemed bigger, more frightened. 
dian skirt. Besides, Sarah simply Sarah had never seen her so 
didn't care all that much. quiet; even when Talia took off her 
Looking down at Talia now, shirt and allowed Sarah to put cold 
Sarah decided she was wearing cream on the huge red welts track-
her most conservative dress, ing down her back and legs, tears 
probably her mother's choice. poured from her eyes, but Talia 
Mrs. Somason was a large domi- never said a word. 
nearing woman and a devout That terrible night had been 
Catholic. Talia was as tall as her about a year ago, Sarah remem-
mother, but more slender and wil- bared. It seemed sofarawayfrom 
lowy. Sarah, in her mind, usually this quiet gathering. She turned 
saw herself as a tree stump. around and saw Mr. and Mrs. 
Mrs. Somason would tell Sarah Somason, surrounded by some of 
every time she came over, "That Talia's friends and relatives pay-
Talia has no sense. She thinks ing their respects. Mrs. Somason 
she can get away with anything. seemed to have shrunk since 
The clothes she wears, those Talia's death. She alternately 
hairstyles, and no one says a blew her nose and nodded at the 
word! Look at the way she runs consoling words people whis-
around on school nights! And not pared in her ear. Mr. Somason, on 
a thing I can say will make her stay the other hand, looked very much 
home." the same, standing like a body-
Sarah remembered one week guard to the right of the right of his 
when Talia had been with a differ- wife. As she turned, Sarah found 
ant guy every night. Finally, on him staring straight at her over the 
Friday night Talia had come to heads of the mourners. She 
Sarah's house crying. managed a feeble smile and 
"He said he'd heard stories!" turned back around as a chill crept 
Talia had cried. "Stories about up her back. 
mel" She'd laughed hysterically. There was no way to know for 
"Can you believe it? Me, the un- sure if Talia's father had hit her 
touchable virgin! Why do people before that first night. Talia had 
think because I'm friends with a lot never involved Sarah before then, 
of guys that I sleep with them? The and, after that night, the two girls 
jerk had enough nerve to ask if I never discussed it again. It stood 
had protection. Right!" like a glass wall between them 
Sarah couldn't remember how until the day Talia died. Sarah 
she'd calmed Talia down, but ached to reach out to Talia, but the 
she'd made Talia sleep over so wall stopped her every time. 
that she wouldn't have to be alone. Sarah was almost positive Tali a 
That night there were shadows on had been beaten afterward, 
Talia's face as she slept and though. She could remember 
Sarah wondered why Talia, so several occasions on which Talia 
free in some ways, wasn't so free would again move slowly and 
in others. become strangely silent. Her eyes 
Sarah and her boyfriend, Matt, would become larger and darker, 
had slept together since they'd Continued on page 14 
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Teaching not a popular career choice 
By Jessica Ashley 
"Can you imagine being in 
school for the rest of your life?" 
That's how a high school stu-
dent replied when asked about 
constdertng a career tn teachmg. 
Her answer was sure and tmmedt-
ate. 
And so were the responses of 
other students interviewed by 
New Expression. Many of the 
teens interviewed satd teachtng 
doesn't offer enough respect, 
money or status in society. 
Mtchelle Drzewiecki, who is in-
terested tn going into education, 
said, "Teaching isn't supported or 
respected, not even by (my) 
peers. There tsn't a high enough 
status for people who want to 
teach. I guess that makes these 
people commttted and that's 
where the good teachers come 
from- surviving the hard work and 
putdowns." 
Findtng committed tachers is 
one of the goals of the Academy 
of Educators Scholars Program 
scholarship. The scholarship 
gives teen winners support emo-
tionally and financially in their 
quest to become educators. 
"There are bad things (associ-
ated with teaching) - strikes, low 
wages, low status, but ~ is worth 
it," said Michelle Washington, one 
of the scholarship winners . "I'm 
determined to teach and I will not 
allow people or things to stand in 
my way. 
"I don't look at the fact that there 
is no respect and no money, • 
Washington explatned. "I want to 
teach for the good feeling. I'm 
gotng to do what I want to do -
teach, whether they respect me or 
not. I believe respect will come 
later with accomplishments: 
But in order to achieve the goals 
expressed by Washmgton, there 
ts a price to be patd by prospective 
teachers - both emotionally and 
ftnanctally. 
The Scholars Program, which is 
in its first year, offers students of-
fered15 Chicago students college 
financial assistance. paid summer 
internships, a mentor and profes-
sional financial aid guidance. 
Colleges which participate in 
the program include: DePaul Uni-
vers~y . National College of Edu-
cation, Northwestern Univeristy 
and the Univeristy of Illinois - Chi-
cago. 
In exchange for the financial 
incentives and college benefits, 
program participants promise to 
teach (preferably in Chicago) for at 
least five years after college. The 
prospective teachers earn $2000 
each of the five years after gradu-
ation. 
The Scholars Program is part of 
the Foundation of Excellence in 
Teaching, a non-profit foundation 
established tn 1 ~HS. The founda-
tion encourages young people to 
consider careers in teaching. 
Is a 
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Computer training's one thing. 
A few months of school. a year, and you've got a 
job as a data entry clerk. At National College, we look 
at computer a little differently. 
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and Management program walk out with a highly 
marketable. four-year B.A. degree. 
One that combines mastery of computers with a 
trong businc, s sense. High-tech communications 
with profe-sional managerial experience. 
It's e\'erything you need. 
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What 
makes 
a good 
teacher? / 
"The program definitely helped, 
especially financially. I know that I 
can pursue the career I want now," 
said Angela Johnson, a senior at 
Providen,'9- St. Mel. 
But even though money talks, 
there also are other non-financial 
issues that create barriers for 
would-be teachers. 
Demetrio Garza, a senior at St. 
Ignat ius, said teens are 
uninterested in teaching because 
of the way teaching is perceived. 
"It's not considered a high 
1 
enough professional pos~ion. It's 
not viewed as equal to other ca-
reers." 
1 
Michele Reining, a sophomore, 
said student-teacher relationships 
are a major factor in some teens' 
1 
decisions not to educate. 
"It's one thing to teach and 
another to put up w~h the kids. I 
see how much students push 
Will you be 
among the student; who 
raise their SAT scores 
250 points? 
You might be. Many students 
who have taken our prep course 
have increased their scores 150. 
200. 250 points or more. Call. 
Another 250 points can make a 
big difference. 
!KAPLAN 
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I lOUR (OlLI:GE COUNSEUNG SlMINAR 
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Illustration by Lorraine Reyes 
"Some people are made to be teach-
ers, some a~e not ... I'm challenged by 
kids who don't want to learn and 
adults who don't respect what I want 
to do." 
-- Stephen Bournes 
teachers and there is no way I 
want to deal with that." 
"I see how my teachers suffer 
and I respect how hard they work 
to help me," added Ricardo Ro-
sario, a Lane Tech junior. "I would 
never take a teaching job though-
not w~h all they have to put up 
With." 
But some teens view teaching 
Free 
Pregnancy 
Testing 
• Test results while you wait 
• All ser uice3 confidential 
• Convenient appointments 
• 24 hour hot line 
Conve:1ient 
Locations 
Crisis Pregnancy Center 
LOOP 
263- 1576 
104 S Michtgan 
(ot Mtch1gan and Monroe) 
SOUTH 
735-2162 
7905 S. Cicero Ave. 
(Scottsdale Shopp ng Centc-rJ 
as their misston in life. 
J "I believe we are all here in the 
world to educate and help one 
another," said Soledad Marquez, 
a senior at Juarez. "I am going t~ 
take part in lhts." 
"Some people are made to be 
teachers, some are not, • said 
Stephen Bournes, another schel-
l arship winner. " ... I'm challenged 
by kids who don 'I want to learn and 
adults who don't respect what I 
want to do. I'm not going to stop 
teaching because someone 
doesn't encourage me to, I'm just 
going to try harder." 
Michelle Washington agreed. "I 
would ask people to be more 
understanding. Look at the future 
of your children. Support the future 
by supporting those who are going 
to teach your children." 
~chool of Airbru)h Art) 
1330 S. Villa Ave; 
Villa Park, ll 60181 
(312) 834-7333 
A ir-brush Painting 
Photo-Retouching 
Photo-Restoration 
Call or write for free 
color Brochure 
Troubled Teachers ·Part II 
Verbal abuse: 
Byt Debbie Flapan with Michelle 
Bardwell and Danai Bracey 
Just about everyone can re-
member being embarrassed by 
something a teacher said in high 
school, whether it was in a class-
room or a gym. But there is a fine 
line between caring motivation to 
"get the kids going" and verbal 
abuse. Exactly where can teens 
draw the line? 
"Verbal abuse is putting a per-
son down in a way that's not help-
ful, and it's criticism without car-
ing." said Barbara Ward, a North 
Side social worker and therapist. 
"Even the best teacher gets 
stressed, but a teacher that con-
stantly abuses (his students) 
needs counseling." 
Yolanda Taylor, a therapist at 
Bobby E. Wright Comprehensive 
Community Health Center, de-
fined verbal abuse as "using 
words that aren't useful to the 
child's self-esteem." 
But while it is easy to define 
verbal abuse, it's harder to docu-
ment exactly what verbal abuse is. 
Some students, when asked if 
they had ever been verbally 
abused by a teacher said, "What's 
that?" It is a touchy issue that 
receives very little publicity. 
Kenneth Mason, assistant pub-
lic information officer at the Board 
of Education, told New Expres-
sion that the Board of Education 
has no policy regarding verbal 
abuse. He said decisions regard-
ing verbally abusive teachers are 
left up to the principals of the 
teacher's school. 
In addition, the few teachers 
who are aware of verbal abuse 
occurring at their schools feel just 
as powerless as their students 
when it comes to doing something 
about it. 
One teaoher, who asked that 
her name and school not be re-
vealed, told New Expression she 
knows verbal abuse occurs at her 
St;hool. When asked why she lets 
the problem go on, she replied that 
although she knows this is a seri-
ous situation which needs to stop, 
she is afraid of losing her job. 
"Often teachers feel compelled 
to do something to settle a class 
down or straighten out a student. 
Some teachers just go about it the 
wrong way," a male teacher said. 
A teacher from Metro pointed 
out, "I am a parent as well as a 
teacher and I know how children 
are. The thing is in high school you 
are not dealing with children - you 
are dealing with young adults and 
they should be treated that way." 
Unfortunately, this attitude im-
plies teens should be as thick-
skinned as adults where criticism 
is concerned, and this isn't pos-
sible. Very few teenagers are 
confident enough not to be a little 
hurt by tactfully-put criticism, let 
alone criticism without tact at all. 
Teens who have been abused at 
home by parents or other family 
members are likely to become 
even more hostile and depressed 
than a student who wasn't abused, 
said Taylor. 
"No, I don't feel that I hurt the 
studonts when I tell them the 
truth." another teacher said. "I 
want them to do well. Sometimes 
students need someone con-
stantly on their case in order to 
make them do what they are sup-
I 
posed to do." 
How students react to ''the 
truth," however, depends on the 
way it is said. If the truth about a 
student's poor work is stated with 
tact and caring, then it is not verbal 
abuse, because obviously the 
teacher wants the student to do 
well, said Barbara Ward. 
But if the teacher "criticizes with 
the intent to threaten or intimidate, 
then that is verbal abuse." 
Teachers who employ verbal 
abuse are indicating they have a 
lot of anger they haven'tdealt with. 
They release their anger in verbal 
abuse, something that is hard to 
define and sometimes socially 
acceptable. 
"If the teacher wants the student 
to do well." Ward continued, "but 
states the criticism bluntly, it could 
still hurt (the student), although it 
wouldn't necessarily be verbal 
abuse. Sometimes words hurt 
more than blows, especially to the 
sensitive teen." 
"Personally ," one teacher 
stated emphatically, "I feel verbal 
abuse is not necessary. There are 
better ways to handle students 
than calling them names." This 
was the most common opinion 
among the teachers who were 
interviewed. 
New Expression found stu-
dents' attitudes toward verbal 
abuse were generally the same. 
" ... How can we learn when a 
teacher ... steadily insults the kids 
in class? His attitude gives the 
kids an attitude; they don't like the 
teacher, and therefore, either 
never come to class, or refuse to 
work. Then they end up failing," 
said a student from St. Martin De 
Porras. 
She, along with many other 
students, generally agreed they 
didn't like teachers who call them 
names or made smart remarks, 
and that it rarely did any good. 
"It makes no sense (for a 
teacher) to speak to students in a 
When words hurt 
rude and disrespectful way," said 
an outraged Metro student. "I 
have had teachers who verbally 
abuse their students and it's a 
crying shame ... I respect them so 
they should respect me!" 
"I had a teacher who yelled at 
me when I was late for gym class," 
said a junior from Von Steuben, 
"and I started crying. He was 
pretty crude about what he 
thought I might have been doing in 
the locker room with myself or with 
other girls. He made me so mad, 
but I knew there was nothing I 
could do. It's so frustrating!" 
This incident clearly illustrates 
the power struggle that is some-
times present between the 
teacher and the student. 
If a teacher feels he is losing 
control, he may resort to insults to 
gain respect. Unfortunately, this 
usually only makes students an-
gry. Several students said when a 
teacher called them names or 
cursed, they would do it right back 
to him, getting themselves in 
trouble for a teacher's msecunt1es. 
"I (have been) yelled at like 
many other students," said Char-
les Bracey from De LaSalle Insti-
tute, "but I think ... that it comes 
with being in high school." 
This opinion clearly portrays the 
indifferent attitude some students 
may have toward verbal abuse, 
accepting it as something they just 
have to tolerate. 
"Sometimes you have to defend 
yourself." said a male student from 
King. ''The teachers talk to you 
anyway they please. I know I have 
a bad attitude, but I can't help it! As 
long as they talk crazy to me then 
I'm going to act just as ignorant. 
So what if that's no way to 
be ... That's life and I'm not going to 
let anyone push me around I" 
"A teacher might have a prob-
lem separating his personal life 
from his professional one," Bar-
bara Ward said, indicating another 
reason why a teacher might be-
come abusive. 
"I remember when we had this 
English teacher who talked real 
bad to us," said a male junior. "He 
told us we were nothing and that 
we would never make it past high 
schooi. .. One time he went off on 
this guy in my class and the guy 
told the teacher to keep his per-
sonal shit at home. Since that day 
(the teacher) never chewed us out 
or talked about us again. Maybe it 
does some good when students 
speak out." 
"If a kid thinks he's being 
abused," Ward added, "it won't do 
him any good to complain to his 
friends. They probably won't know 
what to do or are having the same 
problem themselves. 
The abused teen should con-
front the abusive teacher about 
how he feels. The teen should let 
the teacher know he doesn't think 
verbal abuse is right and ask him 
Photo by Nicole Holmes 
to stop. !fthe teacher himself is too 
intimidating, the teen could talk to 
the school counselor, nurse, an-
other teacher, his parents, or any 
other adult he trusts." 
A former sophomore at Lane 
Tech, who now attends Metro, told 
New Expression of a teacher at 
Lane who was extremely verbally 
abusive. He often made racial 
jokes and snide remarks about the 
nationalities and religions of the 
students. 
"I remember one time he called 
a Polish guy in our class a 'dumb 
Pollack.' He asked me once if I 
had a knife. When I said no, he 
said I must because 'black people 
always carry knives.' (The 
teacher) always picked Chinese 
or Filipino students to help other 
kids because he said they were 
smarter. He was always very of-
fensive." 
Steroids continued from page 1 developing, "adolescent athletes 
are more prone to side effects than 
older persons," said Vailas. up." the drug can have lasting side 
effects. 
Male using steroids, which are 
similar to the male hormone tes-
tosterone, may experience side 
effects such as acne, liver dam-
age, increased risk of heart die-
sease and kidney disease, 
stunted growth, high blood 
cholesterol, breast development, 
depression, paranoria, sterility 
and even death, according to 
James C. Vailas, director of sports 
medicine at George Washington 
University in Washington D.C. 
Females using steroids may 
experience irregular menstraul 
cycles, increased facial hair, per-
manent deepening of the voice 
and other masculine changes, 
Vailas said. 
Steroids are taken in cycles. 
Waters said he allows a month of 
abstinence after every three 
months of taking the drug. The 
month's rest allows the body time 
to cooperate and get back to nor-
mal, he said. 
Waters said he has taken the 
drug for 21/2 years and began 
taking steroids because he 
wanted to look bigger and to im-
prove his performance in football 
and powerlifting. 
Waters, who plans to go out for 
the football team next year, said 
he is not alone in his use of the 
drug. 
"I know a lot of players this past 
year were on steroids," he said. 
"I'd say there war probably a good 
range ... about foru or ive players 
on steroids." 
The longer one uses steroids, 
he said, the more likely one is to 
experience side elects that are Watees said he tried to quit us-
ing steroids, but could abstain 
are still from the drug for only a couple of 
non-reversible. 
Because their bodies 
continued on page 15 
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Entertainment · Film/Tv 
Rainman: 
a refreshing alternative 
By Jessica Ashley 
If you are Interested in getting 
away from movies wrthout plots, 
that have too much violence and 
employ poor actors, you will be 
happy to note that United Artists' 
"Rainman" offers a refreshing al-
ternative. 
The movie has a dramatic plot, 
is non-violent and contains brillant 
acting. The movie also deals 
openly with the rarely discussed 
mental illness, autism. Autism is a 
a rare and severe disease which 
causes a developmental disorder 
and inability to relate socially. Cur-
rently, autism has no cure. 
Dustin Hoffman portrays the 
role of an autistic adult in a very 
real and human manner. His role 
as Raymond Babbit is a cross 
between a complex psyche and 
simple, child-like personality. 
Babbit is an extraordinary 
mathematician, yet he can not 
understand the concept of money. 
He has been institutionalized for 
most of his life becuase his illness 
prevents him from functioning 
normally in society, yet he has a 
remarkable memory. 
Babbit's brother Charlie is 
played by Tom Cruise. Charlie is a 
self-indulgent character who re-
ally cares more about money than 
anyone else - or at least that's 
what he is like in the beginning of 
the film. 
Charlie doesn't learn of his 
brother's existence until after their 
father's death. The two brothers 
meet after Charlie learns that his 
father's $3 million estate has been 
left to someone else. 
Feeling angry and rejected, 
Charlie seeks out the person his 
father left the money to - only to 
meet his brother Raymond. Ray-
mond lives in a mental institution 
where he is cared for by a doctor 
who becomes the legal executor 
of his father's estate. 
After meeting his brother and 
spending a few days with him, 
Charlie kidnaps Raymond and 
takes him across the country. The 
kidnapping was initially Charlie's 
way of getting at his father's 
money in return for his brother. 
However, the two become at-
tached and begin to connect. 
Raymond begins to adjust to 
Charlie's irregular, fast-paced life-
style and Charlie begins to adapt 
to his brother's mental handicaps. 
The thought of holding Raymond 
for ransom becomes secondary to 
Charlie and the two lost brothers 
form an inseparable bond. 
Dustin Hoffman does a wonder-
ful job in portarying Raymond. His 
character is genuine and relates 
well with the viewer. It leaves a 
lasting impression. 
Tom Cruise proves to moviego-
ers that he desn'tland acting jobs 
just because of his pretty face. In 
his role as Charlie, Cruise breaks 
away from his traditional cool, 
suave characters and shows his 
ability to portray emotions. 
"Rainman" also brings autism 
out in an open, yet entertaining 
and non-offensive way. Everyone 
should have a chance to witness 
this movie, enjoy fine action and 
learn something valuable. You will 
leave the theatre with a wonderful 
feeling inside. 
Best students from the Class of 1990 & 1991 ! ! ! 
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I shut, like the lid of the coffin. I sorry for myself; I'm just stating the like her father's, but much more "Sarah," Talia had written, "I facts. 
frightened. wonder when you read this what "Funny how 1 can ramble even 
Sarah was happy Talia's eyes you'll be thinking. I hope you don't when I'm gone. Thank you for 
were closed. She knew she hate me. You're the only person I being there for mt., Sarah. 1 hope 
wouldn't have been able to bear care about in this big, hateful you can forgive me. 1 know you 
Talia's accusing gaze, "Why didn't world. would've tried to help me if I'd let 
you do something, Sarah? You "I know eventually you'll under- you. Love, Talia • 
knew, so why didn't you help me?" stand why I had to do it. You knew Even as tears had begun to form 
Sarah shivered and pressed her about my parents. I won't say in her eyes, Sar· h had crumpled 
knuckles to her mouth to keep anything else about them. In spite up the pink stationary and threw it 
from scre~ming, "l'_m ~orry l I didn't I of it all, I love my parents. When to the floor. She'd flung herself on 
know! I d1d but-1 d1dn t know what I'm gone they won't have anyone her bed with cler cned fists. Rage 
to do! Why did you have to pick else to hurt so it'll all be over. 1 boiled up in her like poison and her 
me? I'm so sorry, Talia!" Sarah don't want them to get in trouble. chest constricted painfully. "I hate 
calmed herself by breathing "I'm sony for all the times I put her!" Sarah had whispered into 
deeply. The shaking ceased and you down or yelled at you. I know her pillow. "How could she do this 
she let her hand fall to her side. I haven't been the greatest friend to me?" 
"Oh_. Talia!" . but I was just so jealous of you: Looking back hat day, Sarah 
L1ke a punch 1n the stomach the You're always so open to new realized, as she ..Jazed down at 
realization hit her. Sarah truly things and you never judged me. 1 Talia, how mucr he missed her 
knew her best friend was gone. In really appreciated that. friend. She had been furious 
the1nstantshefeltTalia'spainand "You'll probably say this was a because Talia t> ... d left her, but 
forgave herforthe crit icism, for her bad idea, at least. Maybe there Sarah could forq ve her because 
explosiveness, for leaving. were other options, but 1 didn't 
8 now she unders ood why. ut when Sarah had read the want to see them. I didn't even Sarah stepped away from the 
note ~o days bef~r~, she'd been want to try. Sarah, please try to coffin, knowing 'hat even though 
anyth1ng but forg~mg. Talia's understand, I couldn't go on. 1 Talia would always live wrthin her 
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Entertainment Interview 
Abdul makes fast steps in new career 
By Mary Datcher 
At 25, Paula Abdul has success-
fully established herself as a cho-
reographer and recording artist. 
Her debut album, "Forever Your 
Girl," is steadily rising up the Pop 
and Black album music charts. 
The album already has pro-
duced three hits, "Knocked Out," 
produced by L.A. Reid and Ba-
byface, "The Way That You Love 
Me" and her newest release, 
"Straight Up," which is receiving 
heavy club and radio play. 
''The album was put together 
rather quickly because of the suc-
cess of 'Knocked Out,' Abdul told 
-~~-:: Expression during a recent 
interview. 
Abdul said while she was re-
cording the album, she also was 
plotting choreography for Eddie 
Murphy's movie "Coming to Amer-
ica" 
"While I was filming, some pro-
grammers got a hold of a promo-
tional CD, so it was added to some 
radio stations (playlists)," Abdul 
explained. "By then I had to stop 
doing my choreography right after 
the movie." 
Abdul has been exposed to 
choreography since her childhood 
days. By the time she was 18, 
Abdul was dancing on the wooden 
floor of the Los Angeles Forum as 
a LA. Lakers cheerleader. Soon 
after, she was choreographing the 
troop. 
Abdul said her determination 
and passion for dance began 
when she was 8-years-old. During 
that time, she performed in small 
musical theatre groups. 
"We used to tour around to do 
excerpts from different musicals 
and things like that, so I've always 
had the 'performing itch,'" she 
said. 
Abdul has gained national ex-
posure and recogniton for choreo-
graphing such artists as Z.Z. Top, 
Luther Vandross, Duran Duran 
an~· Janet Jackson. 
However, Abdul said her rela· 
tionship with Jackson was special. 
"When I was working withjlrtists 
like Janet... I got to meet a lot of 
executives at A&M Records," 
Abdul said. 
"It was people like Janet 
Jackson who really supported the 
fact that I really liked to sing, • 
Abdul said. "We used to goof 
around and I used to sing to the 
radio and she'd say, 'Paula, are 
you going to do anything?' I would 
just reply, 'Well, eventually.'" 
And she did. Abdul helped make 
Jackson's videos some of the 
hottest around. 
"At the time I had a kind of feel-
ing after I worked with Janet's 
videos that they were going to take 
off," Abdul said. "I didn't know the 
extent of it but when that whole 
sensation of choreography started 
happening, I really focused on 
that. I wanted to build my name as 
a choreographer before I made 
any other transition." 
With the success of her singing 
debut in music videos, it's not sur- . 
prising that Abdul handles her own 
choreography. Some have com-
pared her work to that of 
Jackson's. 
"I started the whole trend for 
Janet and gave her that signatory 
style," Abdul explained. "People 
who know Paula Abdul know it's 
inevitable that when my name is 
mentioned, they go, 'Oh, Janet 
Jackson's choreographer.' I think 
that will go on my tombstone. I 
can't avoid similarities because 
that's my heart , that's what I cre-
ated." 
Making a change from one area 
to another is scary for anyone but 
Abdul sees change as a chal· 
lange. 
"There is always a fear at the 
beginning of what people are 
going to think," she said. "I've had 
agreattime and I'm going out here 
expressing what I feel. I don't 
worry about what people are think· 
ing because I'm happy, enjoying 
myself having a good time." 
As one of the industry's young-
Photo courtesy Raymond Boyd 
est choreographers, Abdul has 
opened the door for many young, 
talented dancers who have a crea-
tive mind for choreograpohy. 
I was one of the youngest 
choreogaphers who broke into the 
small circuit of working choreogra-
phers," said Abdul. "When I would 
come into an interview they would 
say, 'We're waiting on Paula Ab-
dul.' I would answer, 'Excuse me, 
I'm Paula Abdul.' The executives 
then would reply, 'No, you're so 
young!' They'd be expecting 
someone older." 
Abdul said-she advises aspiring 
dancers to learn to_ use every style 
of dance. 
"Take lessons from everyone 
you can imagine so that you have 
a wide array of different styles 
because somewhere down the 
line one of those styles is going to 
be very important," Abdul said. 
With so many accomplishments 
under her be~. what else is in store 
for Paula Abdul? 
"The Jacksons are getting 
ready to come out with their group 
album, I'll be working with them on 
that and I'm also going to be work· 
ing on AI B. Sure's new video," 
she said. 
In addition, Abdul will continue 
working on the "Tracy Ulman 
Show" and on a few film projects. 
"My choreography is going to keep 
me busy, right now I'm getting 
ready to put a band together, so 
there is no rest for me. n 
With so many accomplishments 
behind her: the hot dance produc-
tion numbers on the silver screen, 
her sassy steps in a music video 
or her sultry voice booming from 
the radio, Abdul said there is a 
secret to her varied talents. 
"You've just got to believe in 
whatever you're doing, if you feel 
it's right and you're confident 
about it then translate that to other 
people and other people will be-
lieve in you." 
Steroids continued 
from page 13 
months. 
"You really do shrink in size and 
emotionally it screw you up and 
you get so angry and you don't 
eant to losw aht you've gained. 
You keep going back to (steroids). 
It's like an additciton," said Wa-
ters. 
Waters said he obtains the drug 
from a physician who checks his 
heart, kidney and liver every three 
weeks. 
After hearing Waters was con-
sidering purchasing steroids off 
the street, a man at the gym where 
Waters works out recommended 
the doctors, said Waters. Accord-
ing to Waters, his medical insur-
ance covers his check-up. He only 
has topay for the drug itself. 
The majority of teens surveyed 
by the American Medical Associa-
tion said they get steroids from 
illegal drug vendors, while one-
fifth said th their steroids 
from a doctor, pahrmacist or veta· 
narian. 
Steroids for animals are very 
similar to hunan steroids, said Dr. 
Jay Cranston, coordiantor of 
medical services at Kent State 
University. 
Steroids for animals are very 
similar to human steroids, said Dr. 
Jay Cranston, coordinator of 
medical services at Kent State 
University. 
Illegal sales of steroids may to-
tal #1 00 million annually, accord-
ing to the federal Food and Drug 
Administration. 
Despite the risks involved, Wa-
ters said he has no plans to qquit 
using steroids. "in the beginning it 
was pressure, now it's pretty much 
my own choice." 
But he admits, "i think I'm partly 
caught on to it. I'm so deep itno it, 
I can't stop." 
Ken Matlob sees it differently, 
however. 
"If I back on, I'm to die." 
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Stay A Step Ahead ... 
Join Our Posse 
By Mary Datcher 
Expect some hot vinyl to hit the 
record stores because many re-
cording artists are in the studios 
lay1ng down some sizzling 
sounds. The jackmaster of funk-a-
delic mania, Rick James is work-
ing on the soundtrack LP for the 
motion picture, "Lean On Me" on 
Warner Bros. One singer we 
haven't heard from in a while is 1-
Want -To-Be-A-Daddy Boy 
George, who is currently in the 
studios with duo Gene Griffin and 
Teddy Alley. The producers have 
already written four of the 1 0 
songs that will be featured on the 
singer's LP. 
The music industry's hottest 
producer teams since 
Minneapolis's Jimmy Jam and 
Terry Lewis are Hollywood's own 
L.A. Reid and Babyface who are 
working on several projects. 
They're currently working on for-
mer lead vocalist for the S.O.S. 
Band, Mary Davis and 'ballad 
king' Lionel Ritchie. I can't hardly 
wait for those tunes to hit the air-
waves. Since we're on the subject 
of who's-producing-who, expect 
an album from Eddie Murphy. 
Producer Narada Micheal 
Walden is putting the finishing 
highlights on that project. 
Who else would the group E.U. 
have directing their Virgin debut 
"Buck Wild " but director Spike Lee 
("School Daze", "She's Gatta 
Have It"). Please no behinds in the 
camera this time, O.K.? Two 
members of the Jackson family 
will be having albums out this 
month. Jackie Jackson has his 
debut single" Stay" already on the 
desks of programmers around the 
country while brother Marian 
Jackson is putting the polishing 
touches on his forthcoming single 
on the Capitol label. Chicago 
songwriter Ron Harris composed 
to two songs for Marion. 
On the hip hop scene, the group 
UTFO is shopping around for a 
record deal while group member 
Doctor Ice is in the studios cutting 
a solo album. Check out a hot new 
tune from a new hip hop group 
that's on the scene, "Turn Up the 
Radio" from Scholar 1 on G-Fine 
records. This is a 'smokin' cut that 
you rap divas should definitely 
check out. I recently chatted with 
Boogie Down Production's OJ, 0 -
Nice, who produced the Self De-
struction project and this young 
man will be penning a couple of 
songs for M.C. Lyte, Kool Moe 
Dee and Whodinl. Not bad for an 
18 year old. "2 Hype" will be the 
next video and single release from 
the wackiest duo group around, 
Kld-N-Piay. The two hip-hoppers 
told me they are currently working 
on some tunes for producer, 
Hurby Luvbug (Salt-N-Pepa) 
compilation album titled "The 
Empire Strikes Back." 
That's it for now but next month 
Studio Highlights will be informing 
you on the latest happenings in the 
recording studios and more! 
Project College Bound is a program which helps public high 
school students through the college application process. We are 
looking for teens to work as peer counselors in 15 Chicago high 
schools. 
Through ·college clubs" in your school, learn all about the col-
lege admissions program and then pass along the information 
to your friends. 
Join our club and get personalized attention from professional 
college admissions counselors on college testing, admission 
requirements, scholarships and financial aid. 
Be the only one among your friends 
to know all the right answers. 
Please attend February 28th City Wide Meeting at 4 P.M. 
; 
Youth Communication, 207 S. Wabash, 8th floor 
Call Stephanie Jackson at 663-0543 
(Refreshments will be served.) 
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